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·Pub looks for solutions to prevent closing
By Mina Bo1.ash
. In recent weeks, measures have
been taken to keep the Pub
from being closed down . Circumstances that have led to this
situation have been vandalism in
the Student Center and the immediate vicinity, including the
dorm areas.
Since the Pub houses no restroom
facilities, patrons of the Pub must
make use of the restrooms in
the Student Center. Thi s is the
main reason vandalism has occurred in the Student Center itself.
On the way to the restroom s,
Bulletin Boards are torn down, and

their contents thrashed about the
place. The furniture in Sloan Lounge
has been turned around, and ash
trays turned over. Custodians who
currently work evening shifts have
al so complained of being mistreated by the Pub crowd.
The vandalism, however, does not
end there. Some Pub-goers continue to litter on their way to the
dorm areas and the parking lots.
Due to the vandalism of the Student Center the administration has
threatened to take away the
bathroom privileges of the Pubgoers. Such actions, according to
Pub Manager Paul Jackson, would

result in the Pubs' closing.
The management of the Pub has
instituted new measures in order to
keep the Student Center vandalism
free, and the Pub open. Two
employees of the Pub are manned
in the Student Center, both equipped with two way radios. The
management feels that the presen.ce
of these guards might stop individuals from vandalising. According to Mike Otero, a bouncer at
the Pub, "The two-way radios help
because if there are any problems
in the Student Center they can call
us and we can help them out."
There are currently ta)ks of install-

ing folding metal gates in the Student Center to solve the problem of
using the restrooms without going
through the eatery.
Conflicting comments have been
made as to how and where the
gates would be installed , therefore
a correct statement could not have
been verified before thi s article had
gone to print.
Another problem the Pub is
currently facing is the capacity of
patrons it can hold, according to the
New Jersey fire laws. Due to the D.J.
dance parties held on tuesd,w ar_id
Thursday · nights, the maximum
capacity is usually filled by 11 :00

p.m .
Once th e Pub is full , patron s
wishing to enter must wait outside
·the entrance until others already inside, leave. Accordin g to Cliff
Coombs, head bo uncer, the mai n
obstacle in thi s situation is the way
the Pub is laid out. The grill
room that was renovated at the end
of last year cannot be used until
11:00 p.m ., because the drinking
area and grill room are separated by
the eatery. Up until 11 :00 p.m . the
eatery is open to minors, therefore
alcohol is not permitted to enter
that section.

Study suggests overhaul for colleges
By Karen L. Z iebell

Front row left to right; Frank Russo, Joe Kang, Joe Costa, Bob Smith, Bill Beattle, Kevin Herder. Back row:
Sue isidori, John Kirk, Charlie Smith, Steve Tedesco, Glen Slater, Dr. Weiss, Chris Reinmuth, March Leone,
Rob Docherty, Mike Malyar. Photo by: Joe Kang

President Weiss visits Freshman Seminar Class
By THE FRESHMAN SEMINAR
Instructor Joe Kang

$3.9 million Challenge Grant Kean
College received, and is looking forward to more computerization at
the school. He also pointed out that
the majority of the buildings on this
campus were constructed during his
presidency and he engineered th_e
purchase of the East Campus. Dr.
Weiss agreed with a student that we
do need more housing space, and
many options are being studied. He
did not rule out the possibility of
building an additional residence
hall. The idea of the Freshman
Seminar wa s borrowed from a college in Massachusetts and the
cou·rse is intended to help prepare
freshman students make a smooth
transition from high school
to college. It also has other intentions, including attracting better
quality students and increasing
retention
rate
(most drop
outs occur in the first year). The
faculty members for the seminars
are volunteers and trained over the
summer. Dr. Weiss stressed that
· KEAN students must work hard to
earn their degree and ·the college supports the student~ in accomplishing this goal with
developmental studies and tutorial
programs. The survey of our alumni shows that the employment rates
are very good.

In response to the invitation by
the
FRESHMAN
SEMINAR
STUDENTS, Dr. Weiss spoke with
the " MASTER" students in Mr. Joe
Kang's class on Friday, November
14, 1986. This historical event was
covered by the students in the class.
They asked questions and wrote the •
President's answers for this article.
After a short introduction by Instructor Kang, Dr. Weiss shared the
history of KEAN COLLEGE with
some detailed information about
who some of the buildings were
named after, Hutchinson Hall,
Wilkins Theatre and Townsend Hall.
He also pointed out some major
changes and accomplishments that
took place at KEAN. The students
listened intently as Dr. Weiss finished his brief speech. The well
prepared, anxious, and enthusiastic
students began their questioning.
The questions ranged from the
correct pronunciation of KEAN to
what his major accomplishments as
President have been. Dr. Weiss
became acting President in 1969
when he was the chairperson of the
Department of History and Social
Science. Then, he went through the
search process by the college committee and was chosen to be the
Regardless of one's major, a colPresident. He was very proud of the lege student should possess the

In this
•
issue.
:
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City ......... ..... ... 7

following skills; reading, writing,
calculation, speaking (communication), and the knowledge of computers. With these basic skills one
can be successful in any field.
Dr. Weiss likes to watch athletic
events, especially when KEAN wins,
however he dislikes turning teachers
down for promotion._On the question of the correct pronunciation of
KEAN, he told the class KEAN is
pronounced like "cane". On the
topic of teacher strike, he said that
there were two brief strikes in the
1970's. No one really likes to strike
and he is glad that this freshman
class does not have to worry about
a strike for the next 3 years. When
we play Montclair would you sit on
KEAN side or Montclair? Dr. Weiss,
with a smile, replied that of r.ourse,
the KEAN side. That answr red the
question that some stud, nts were
wondering about wherr: his heart
lies, with his alma mat1~r or KEAN?
When Dr. Weiss spoke he consitantly maintained eye contact with
students in the class giving everyone
a chance to ask question and followup questions.
A photo session followed . the
discussion. As the class ended the
students e>1pressed their appreciation to the President for coming. On
.the way out of class students' comments were "He was alright", "he
was interesting", and "I really enjoyed the class."

Greek
Week .. ... ......... 8

- WASHINGTON , D.C. (CPS)Am eri can. coleges are in need of a
dramati c overhaul, a big new report
issued last week by th e Carnegie
Foundation asserted.
Among other things, the foundation urged coleges to stop requiring
students to take standardized admissions tests, to make all students take
a "core curriculum" of courses and
to have all students write and defend a " senior thesis" before getting
their degrees.
A number of educators, moreover,
say there's a good chance collet,es
may adopt many of the suggestions
in the near future. Still others say the
recommendations are impractical
and much too expensive.
In pushing the three-year-old
school reform movement up to the
college level, the foundati_on
asserted colleges are "driven by
careerism and overshadowed by
graduate and professional education ."
As a resu It, " many of the nation's
colleges are more successful in
credentialing than in providing a
quality education for their students;'
the report said .
In early October, U.S. Secretary of
Education William Bennett levelled
essentially the same charges, adding
colleges sometimes are so concerned with finding money to operate
that they don't educate students
well.
In response, Harvard President
Derek Bok, Educational Testing Service President Gregory Anrig, and
American Association of University Professors General Secretary Ernst
Benjamin, among others, blasted
Bennett as being hypocritical or
shortsighted.
Bennett later claimed an unnamed educator told him that, if he continued such criticisms, no college
would rehire him as a professor after
he leaves the Dept. of Education .
The response to the Carnegie
Foundation's version of the same
criticisms has been considerably
milder.
"We are always open to discussion;' said Dr. Thomas Brewer of
Georgia~State.
Some administrators were quick
to claim such reform s· - Especially
· in admissions tests and requiring

Yasgurs
Farm ... .. .... ... .. . 9

senior theses - would be good to r
others, but not fo r them .
" Our view is that Dr. (Ernest)
Boyer (the report 's author) is
primarily addressing sma lier
undergraduate schools," says Dr.
Bernard Cohen, vice chanchellor of
academic affairs for the University.
of .Wisconsin-Madison.
Georgia State's Brewer adds "we
would devise other admission standards" if the foundation's case for
doing so is

good enough.

Both Brewer and Cohen agree
~~•-·#DOlaJ! ...... __,_

write and defend theses in front of
a panel of faculty members would
cause a "logistical nightmare."
"We would have lots of logi stical
problems. The big universities, the
Universities of Texas of the world ,
admit about 14,000 freshmen each
year," Brewer says.
"There's no way to do that; '
Cqhen says emphatically. "Our
graduating classes are about four to
five thousand now. To staff and
schedule the small seminars (at
which seniors would defend their
theses) would be an extraordinary
cost:'
The Carnegie Foundation also
proposed making all collegians
demonstrate English language proficiency to graduate, and pass a core
of English, art, history and science
courses.
The proposals, says Robert Hechstein of the Princeton-based foundation, were reached after three years
of interviewing at 29 colleges of differing sizes and mission.
. "Our goal is to make college bet.ter for all students, period . If in doing so, the colleges become better
known and more successful, so be
it," he says. "We are driven by a concern · that the next generation be
adequately prepared to meet their
responsibilities to not only students,
but adults as well."
After years of previous school
reform reports from the Carnegie
Foundation, the U.S. Dept. of
Education, the National Commission on Education in the States and
almost a dozen other bodies,
however, many schools feel they're
already ·on the road to what last
week's report called " an American
college renewal."

Wrestling
Preview ... ...... 16
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What's up at
Political Science Club

• • •

A visit with Governor Kean
On Thursday, November 6th,
members of the Political Science
Club, faculty advisor Dr. James Daly, Dr. Joan Blakely and Professor
Treusch went to New York to participate in a film of the show Today
in New York at the NBC station in
Rockefeller Centre.
Governor Thomas Kean was the
guest speaker and answered the
, many question s that were posed to
him by students from Kean College,
Drew University, Rutgers Universi-

ty and various members of the
Bergen County Council.
The Kean College attendees were
pleased to present Governor Kean
wi th a Kean College sweatshirt. He
was appreciative of our gesture and
pleased to know that our school was
a recipient ·of the Governor's
Challenge Grant.
A video tape of the show Today
in New York is available at the IRC
in the Hutchinson building where
it can be viewed by members of this
college.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I'm feeling very confused about
what I want to do after college. My
major is undecided and I'm really
floundering. I have ideas as to what
I might like to do but they' re not
we ll formulated and other people
keep telling me I should major in
this or that because it's a good field .
Do you know where I can get
resources to help me with this
decision?
Confused

Dear Confused,
You need to focus on your own
interests and strengths in choosing
a field for a career. Three things at
the counseling center can help you.
First of all, talking to a counselor
can help. Secondly, you can take the
Strong Campbell Interest Survey to
see where· your interests lie and
third ly, you can come in and use the
SIGI computer program . You sit at
the ocmputer and it helps you focus
in on ca reer choices based on how

you answer its questions on what
you value in a profession (ie.
monetary reward, people oriented,
detail-conscious). It responds with
lists of career options and more
questions to help you narrow the
list. It's a very helpful tool to use in
considering all the alternatives in
such a choice. It also provides
valuable information on what level
of education is required for each
position . Feel free to come to the
Counseling Center and get some
help with your choice.
Connie
Send you letters to: Dear Connie,
Counseling Center, Bookstore
Building, Rm. 126.

Freshman Focus

Career Planning . and Placement

"Career Day"
A special Kean College event, students can circulate freely and talk
" Career Day; ' will be held in with representatives on a one-to-one
Downs Hall on Friday, December 5, basis. Students are encouraged to
1986, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m . bring resumes.
,
There wi II be no speeches or
Over 50 organizations from a variety of fields including high structured activities. Each organizatechnology, finance, retailing, tion will have an assigned table and
education, government, health, and students can circulate freely and talk
' social service have agreed to send with representatives on a one-to-one
representatives to talk with students basis. Students are encouraged to
about career opportunities and to bring resumes.
provide information · about their ·
Alf Kean College students are incompanies.
vited to attend this important event
Representatives from many sponsored by the Kean College ofgraduate schools in the area have fices of Career Planning and Placealso agreed to attend in order to ment, Cooperative Education, Adult
discu !i_s graduate programs with in- Advisory Services, and Exceptional
Educational Opportunities.
terested students.
For further information, call the
There will be no speeches or
structured activities. Each organiza- Career Planning and Placement Oftion will have an assigned table and fice at 527-2040.

The new student committee
By Ann Marie Novak
In November of 1986, the New
Student Committee was founded. It
is a committee that is made up of
upperclassmen and freshmen . The
committees main purpose is to
establish an atmosphere that is comfortable, so that the transition from
high school to .college is easy. For
freshmen, we sponsor events for

freshmen so that they can get involved. Such events are trips to New
York City, volleyball tournaments,
rap sessions at the president's
house, getting involved seminars
and bus trips with the Commuter
Club. Our next meeting will be on
November 25th at 4:30 p.m. in the
Freshman Center. All are welcome
to attend. Remember we need you
to make things happen!

Greek Cooperative Council

Greek corner
By Felix Ocejo
Cerniglia, V. Skripata.
Sigma Beta Chi-C. Biss, E.
The Greek Cooperative Council
Strange, B. Breiten, R. Spallone, R.
would like to congratulate the
Wade, L. DeBeau, Y. Mendez, D.
pledges of Fall 1986.
Sigma Beta Tau-A. Shapiro, P. · Jerrold-Jones.
Nu Delta Pi-R. Orfino, S. MurHeinsohn, M. Rowan, D. Altmann,
phy, S. Garber, E. Dailey, T.J .
8. Beattie, R. Sherer, A. lskowitz, R.
Dodenhoff, G. Cignarella, M . Della
Smith, J. Grande, M. Goida, D.
Sala, R. Bello, J. Trivisonmo, S.
Camperlino.
Henderson.
Rho Theta Tau-D. Cristiano, F.

Co-op Corner

Coop jobs equal academic
credits salary work experience
1. Job Order #875
Chemistry-Biology CoopChemical Corp., 40 hrs./wk.
$300.-$350./wk. (FIT)
2. Job Order #962
Chemistry-Bilogy
CoopPharmaceutical Co., flexible
hou rs, salary open . (PIT) (FIT)
3. Job Order #945
Accounting Coop-CPA Firm,
25 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr. (PIT)
4. Job Order #960
Accounting
CoopComputer/Tax Corp., 20-40
hrs./wk., $5.50/hr.
5. Job Order #970
Marketing
CoopAdvertising/Promotional Agency, 20 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.

6. Job Order #863
Marketing Coop-Internationa l
Business Corp., 20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00 hr.
7. Job Order #859
Communications/English/Journalism Coop-Legal Supply
Corp., 20 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.
(PIT)
8. Job Order #935
Business/SIM Coop-Govt.
Agency, Summer 1987, 20
hrs./wk., stipend .
\
9. Job Order #947
Political Science Coop-State
Agency, 20 hrs./wk., $5.50/hr.
10. Job Order #957
Sociology/Psychology CoopHealth Services Organization,
flexible hours. $4.00-$6.00/hr.
(PIT) (FIT)

''You're not LISTENING to mel''
Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center

Your lover (or boyfriend/girlfriend/
brother/sister/mother/father ... etc.)
glares at you . Here you've been trying to say the right thing. You've
tried to say it isn't your fault. And
now you're accused of not listening.
You can feel the anger rising like
heartburn. Of COURSE you were
listening. Or were you?
Probably not. If you were mentally phrasing your own response as
the other spoke, you weren't listening. If you were looking for ways to
refute blame, you weren't listening.
If you were nodding sympathetically
and thinking of something else, you
weren't listening. Not really
listening.
It's sad, but true: most of us are
poor listeners. Yet nothing is so important to building a trusting and
reciprocal relationship as true listening. When we genuinely attend to
one another we do more than gain
information. We begin to sense and
to feel empathy for the other's feelings. As we li sten acceptingly and
non-judgmentally, we allow the
other not only the comfort of being
heard but also an opportunity to
work out the thoughts and feelings
behind his or her statements. Often
we don't really know what it is that's
bothering us until we hear ourselves
talk about it. In a relationship, that
kind of mutual help through listening creates a foundation for work-

Zeta Delta Pi-L. Myers, J.
Dykeman, J. Griener, S. Stiene, J.
Rodi , E. Haggerty.
Alpha Theta Pi -A. Bonanno, C.
Michaels, F. Arbelgez, K. Cahoon ,
L. Beshada.
Delta Sigma Pi-D. Holley, M .
Leitstein, L. Johnstone, E. Stashy, K.
Simonds, N. Kaufmann, L. Valley, T.
Moulinos. T. Dowling, J. Wolf, D.
Morris, Y. Rebovich, M. Youmans.
Nu Sigma Phi-R. DeChiara, P.
Horbatt, J. Edwards, M. Fay, R.
Greenblatt, D. Roethlin, T. Healey.
Rho Sigma Chi-P. Trionto, N.
Powers.
Lambda Chi Rho-N. McGarvey,
Z. Bouza, B. Doblosky, R. Krajoman, L. Krukar, L. Spinner, C.
Morch, T. Lee, L. Hoffman, D. Daly, F. Cecchi.
Phi Beta Delta-). Massamillo, J.
luchina, 8. Smith, A. Cappuchio, D.
Mullter, T. Shaey, J. Feulner, P. Bauer.
Nu Sigma Tau-S. Smith, P.
Reiziss, · N. Southerland, J. Hammaren, T. Harriman, C. Redner, K.
Soto, D. Crupi, P. Lawrence, D.
Pona.
Nu Theta Chi-C. Moe, R.
Marlowe, S. Tavaska, K. Singer, N .
Freiberg, S. Katzelnick , D
Demo leas.
Sigma Theta Chi-P. Phillips, T.
Hedden, A. Puglese, J. Biscardi , S.
Forte.
Omega Sigma Psi-I. Pirolli , K.
Sullivan, D. Cohen, K. Kraus, C.
Hoblick, P. Williams.

ing out problems.
Good listening is, therefore, worth
the hard work it involves. It
demands the listener's commitment
to be so trustworthy, so supportive,
that the speaker can feel safe
enough to be open and real.
Once you have committed
yourself to listen, you have the foundation. The skills come with practice. You can start by trying to:
• HAVE EMPATHY WITH THE
OTHER PERSON. Concentrate on
feeling what the other person is feeling, on comprehending the meaning she or he attaches to what is
said. Put yourself in the other's heart
for a few beats.
• SUSPEND YOUR JUDGMENTS. Determine that you
wiil not form opinions about the
speaker's information, ideas, or feelings; listen for understanding. You
w i ll be surprised how many
judgments you might have made
after a speaker's first words tum out
ot have been wrong when you've
heard the statement out. If, after
you're sure what the other is saying
and feeling, you must make a judgment, be sure it focuses on the action or the idea not on the person .
• SUSPEND YOUR OWN DEFENSES. Fully hearing the speaker
may reveal that you have no need
to defend yourself. What at first
seems an attack often turns out to
reflect feelings related to any
number of things other than who
you are or what you've done. Even'
if the other person IS blaming or at-

tacking you, careful listening helps
both of you remember that blame
does not heal and nurture relationships. Only mutuality and commitment do that. If you can remain
nondefensive, you can make a relationship grow.
• LET THE OTHER KNOW YOU
ARE REALLY LISTENING. Focus on
the speaker, with strong eye contact
and physical attention. Express your
empathy; most importantly, try to
identify what the person is feeling
and paraphrase his or her words
with synonyms that show your
understanding. Hold off on questions until you have heard and empathized with the other person's
feelings. Then word questions so
they seek clarification or information without implying a judgement.
• AVOID
"KNOW-IT-All "
STATEMENTS. Avoid saying things
like " I know just how you feel "
(Nobody knows JUST how anybody
feels) or "you shouldn't fee/ that
way" (Who ·says? There are no
shoulds or should nots with feelings
- feelings just ARE .) Avoid, at all
costs, giving advice unless advice
specifically is requested. Even then,
don't give it until you've truly heard
the person and reflected back your
understanding of his or her feelings.
Is your relationship worth some
effort, worth some risk? Then put
your judgments and your defenses
on hold, and commit yourself to truly hearing what that other person
feels and thinks. You 'll be amazed
at what happens.

HAIR
CORE
Family Haircutters
..

"Serving The Entire Family With The Latest
Cutting And Styling Techniques "

PERMS &
BODY WAVES

$3QQP
UP

INClUDl ~C UI & ~l't'll

LONG HAIR & CURLING IRON EXTRA

20

Pr e c1s1onCulfers
& E xperl Styhsls

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

East Hanover• 320 Rt. 10 •428 -94 33
Eatontown.Rt. 35 & 36.Circle Plazc.542-8348
Lodi.I So. Main St .• 472-2474

* •

Madison• 23 Waverly Place. 765-9610

~

2625 Morris Ave. • 851-2525

Wayne•Rt . 46.Willow Sq. Center•256-8932
W . New York e64th St. & Bergenline Ave .• 854-2715

Woodbr idge• Rt. 1 & Gill Lane•636-1818
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What student services do you think
are most beneficial to you on Campus?

By Andy Kossowsky and John A.
Salerno

Jerome Heath
The library is the most beneficial
to me, anything you need concerning your major is in there. For me
it's teaching resources. They have
quite alot of books th ere.

Donna Schwartz
The Cafeteria because you can get
food there between classes, and you
can socialize there, and the Library.

Anorexia/Buli01ia
lecture on Nov. 24
At least half the women on college campuses suffer from some
form of eating disorder and the incidence of eating disorders among
male students is rapidly increasing.
To explore thi s growing phenomenon, Rodney DeM ichael, Director
of the Center for the Treatment of
Eating Disorders, will speak about
.anorexia, bulimia and over-eating
on November 24th at noon in )100.
In the United States, where over
60 million people are overweight,
a growing number of young adults
are starving themselves to the point
of death. Anorexia Nervosa is an
eating disorder characterized by a
deep-rooted fear of gai ning weight,
an unrealistic self-image, se lfstarvation and loss of 20 percent or
more of normal body weight.
Although the onset of anorexia
usually occu rs at puberty, it is
estimated that about 10 percent of
college-age women have symptoms
associated with th e disorder.
The binge-purge syndrome of
bulimia is characterized by episodes
of uncontrolled eating followed by
se lf-induced vomiting, the use of
laxatives and/or d iuretics or ex-

cessive exercise. It is estimated that
15 to 30 percent of young women
have engaged in bulimic behavior.
Although the number of males
presenting symptoms of anorexia or
bulimia is much lower than figures
for females, it is on the rise among
males.

"Eating disorders among young
men and women are a growing problem in our culture:' said Barbara
Goldblatt, Coordinator of the
Women's Resource Center. "Many
students border on anorexia or have
gone on eating binges which ended in an episdoe of purging
themselves or know someone who
shows symptoms of these disorders.
This program will give Kean
students and staff the opportunity to
learn more about these eating
disorders. Join us, bring your friends
and most important bring those
questions and fea rs about anorexia
and bulimia that may have been
troubling you," she concluded.
This program is sponsored by the
Women's Resou rce Center, the
Counseling . Center, Hotline and
Health Services.

New York City bus trip
On December 13th from 12:00
p.m . to 6:00 p.m. , the New Student
Committee/Commuter Club will be
sponsoring an all day excursion to
New York City which will leave
from Wilkins Theatre by bus. Tickets
will be on sale at $3.00 per person
in the Freshman Center from
December 1st to the 11th.
Students will have the opportunity to go sightseeing and shopping
as they wish and the group wi 11
meet at the end of the day at
Rockefeller Center to watch the
lighting of the Christmas tree.
A student who participated in a

similar trip held at this time last year
was very happy with the outcome.
" We were drawn to the beautifully
decorated windows" she said ' :-\nd
we became a part of the bustling
crowds of New York shoppers
searching for the perfect gift. It was
very exciting."
E~ryone who participated agreed
that it was the perfect way to spend
a weekend day and take a break
from the stress of studying.
Alana Draper
Program Coordinator
Ana Sanchez
Public Relation Coordinator

Need$$?
We are looking for energetic individuals for
Part Time Evening Positions
Starting Pay $5-$6.00/hr.
Busing and Dishwashers Need
__.,..ltd&(~....

~

;;rrhe ="UIL
~-

Apply in Person

The Office

Jlf)ft'JCE su.!.u:~.':;~sso

Jon Sattur
I think Hotline is a good organization . I'm a member of it. It helps the
community, and it's a good way to
make friends. Student Org., because
it helps support everything, it holds
all of the funded groups together.

Ann Elliott
For me personally, the Library and
FASA. FASA provides free model s,
and we have a good library here.
The Counselling services are most
valuable for the majority of students.
It's good that they have counselling
here, I wish they had had it when
I was in school.

Trina Robinson
The Library, because I study well
there, and I can get all of the information that I need th ere. I think that
the Pub is fun , because I ca n meet
people th ere.

l
i

t

Fall 1986 Workshop Schedule
PLEASE NOTE: Al I workshops
listed below are presented by CPP
Professionals or Corporate and
Education Personnel executives.
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI ARE REQUIRED TO PRE-REGISTER IN ·
PERSON OR BY TELEPHONE.
Unless otherwise specified, all
workshops take place in the CPP
Office, Mezzanine Area, East Cam-

pus. The CPP Office reserves the
right to cancel scheduled
workshops because of inclement
weather or other unforeseen
emergencies. For additional information please call 201-527-2040.
/

CPP Orientation
& Placement Credentials
Designed to inform students
about the many services of the CPP
Office. Information will be given
concerning recruitment program,
job campaign workshops, job openings, placement credential fi les, Job
Hotline Newsletter and special activities such as career awareness
workshops and graduate school
programs.
9:00-10:00 a.m.
Monday 12/1
Thursday 12/4 4:00-4:30 p.m.
Monday 12/8 9:00-9 :45 a.m.
12/9 10:00-11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
12/16 1:40-2 :15 p.m .
Tuesday
Resume Writing
Today's job market requires an
impressive and well-written resume.
Join this workshop and learn the difference between a chronological vs.
a skills analysis approach and
develop a resume that stresses your
skills and accomplishments. An effective resume is a must to enhance
employment possibilities.
Monday 12/1
10:00-11 :00 a.m.
Thursday 12/4 4:30-5:15 p.m.
Monday 12/8 9:45-10 :30 a.m.
Tuesday
12/9 1:40-2:40 p.m.
Tuesday
12/16 2:15-3:00 p.m.
Career Development
Undecided about a major, career,
o r job? This workshop examines
personal i)lterests, values, skills and
the vast array of ca reer options.
Group discussions, workbook exercises and audio-cassettes make up
this exciting and in formative
workshop.
Tuesday
12/2 9:30-12:00 p.m.
Wednes. 12/10 1:00-3 :30 p.m.
Wednes. 12/11 5:00-6:3 0 p.m .
Thursday 12/11 5:00-6:30 p.m .
Monday 12/15 1:30-4:00 p.m.

Interviewing Techniques
A successful job interview is not
solely based on luck. Preparation,
techniques and personal appeal contribute significantly to this important
aspect of the job hunt. The workshop
will provide you with useful information supplemented by films and
audio-cassettes and a special roleplaying se8!'"entto help you prepare
for this important event the

employment interview.
Tuesday
12/2 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Thursday 12/4 5:15-6:00 p.m .
Monday 12/8 10:30-11:15 p.m .
Tuesday
12/9 11:00-12:00 p.m .
Tuesday
12/16 3:00-3 :45 p.m.
Video-Tape An Interview
Students interested in taping an interview practke sess·ion, and ·w ho
have already attended the Interviewing Technique Workshop, may sign
up for the Video Tape Workshop.
The IRC will provide the technical
facilities and the CPP staff w ill prov ide the information.

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. Students
and alumni are asked to call the CPP
Office to arrange for an appointment. ·
Job Hunt Strategies
Seniors, alumni, and other students
looking for a job will find this
workshop informative and helpful.
Hints, information, and job strategies
espoused by ~olles, Irish, )acl<.son
and other career experts are utilized
and presented. Newspaper ads,
private employment agencies, and
en-masse resume mailings are not the
entire answer. Attend this workshop
and learn how to develop a comprehensive and effective job campa ign.
Monday 12/1
2:00-3:00 p.m .
Thursday 12/4 6:00-6:30 p.m.
Monday 12/8 11:15-12:00 p.m.
Thursday 12/11 10:00-11:00 a.m.
Tuesday
12/16 3:45-4 :30 p.m.

Career Day: December 5, 1986,
Downs Hall 10:00 a. m.-2 :00 p.m.
Corporate Dialog·ue seminars,
Dialogue with School Hiring Officials, et~.

HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
GOTTEN THE BEST OF YOU? We're not surprised, with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
year. Federal and State aid cut backs ...
·Academic Subsidies Research Group has
academia's financial answer! With access to
the largest computer bank of it's kind containing private sources of college financial aid total- .
ing over 4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantees to
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
match your individual interests, background and
qualifications with thousands of grants, scholarships and financial §lid awards from private
sources such as foundations, trusts, corporations, professional and business groups,
religious and fraternal orga_
nizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is now . . . Call or
write for FREE information.
Academic Subsidies Research Group
"Academia's Financial ~nswer"
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N.J. 08502
201-874-3294
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·Editorial -

The good
suffer for the bad
In 1983-84, the Kean College annual carnival was revived after remaining stagnant
. for so many year?. Now it seems that the carnival will once again become but a memory.
After problems of crowd control arose last
year, the carnival was closed down before
completing their three day run. The day that
was cancelled, was the one that generally
brings in most profit.
The carnival was an event that · many
students as well as members of the outside
community. enjoyed. It was also the major
fund raiser for many groups on campus.
The carnival was highly publicized
throughout the towns that boarder Kean,
thus, giving the College some recognition.
Granted, some problems did arise with
crowd control and the traffic conditions in
the parking areas, but incidents like this
should be expected in a situation such as
the carnival. Measures should have been
taken before to prevent those incidents from

Letters
"The price is already paid"
Dear Editor,

I am writing in reference to
Geraldine Gilders letter " Paying the
Price" (Oct. 30, Independent) about
charging students for the school
newspaper. I can tell by the contents
of her letter that she isn't a finance
or business major (or let's hope she
isn't).
The author stated it was a good
idea to charge for the paper since
her high school charged 15¢ for
theirs. Apparently some need to be
reminded they are no longer in

materials for projects in elementary
school; not exactly earthshaking.
School finance is a little more fnvolved. So please, save your ideas
for elementary school and school
finance for the administrators.
Lastly, anyone with one iota of
common sense would see that a 25¢
charge for the Independent would
probably decrease its readership.
This is something that is definitely
not one of the goals of a college
newspaper.
An Independent Reader

Plenty for everyone
Dear Editor,

I would like to comment about
the letter written by John Miller
which appeared in the November
6th issue of the Independent. First
of all John, and anyone else who
feels the way John feels, you are
seriously wrong about your allegations that nothing has been done
about parking. Yes, nothing
physically has been done and
nothing will probably will be
physically done, but the item has
been discussed with Administration
during a Direct Action meeting over
two weeks ago.
For those who missed the results
of the meeting, it was decided that
there are plenty of parking spaces
for cars to park on this campus.
There is always a space open in the

Vaughn-Eames lot at anytime during
the day. You just may have to wal a
little bit to get to class. What I think
you are gripping about John, is that
there are not enough convenient
spaces available so everyone can
park right next to the building
everyone else is going to, then you
have a somewhat valid argument. Then you suggest to expand the
Vaughn-Eames lot. Where should it
go? Up? Then you are talking about
spending some money that should
be spent on something worthwhile
like our education and not to make
our walk to class shorter. Besides,
would anyone like to go to an
asphalt campus because if any more
parking was to be added, this is
what would happen .
You also stated this is a commuter
co ll ege and no one is helping the

commuters. Once again you are
wrong. This semester the newly
formed Commuter Club has been
established and the Direct Action
Committee has been working very
closely with them, but not to many
people have shown up at the
meetings. I didn' t see you there.
I am not trying to bust anyones
chops, but if you John or anyone on
campus gets upset with a problem
on campus that needs Administrative attention, bring it to
either the Commuter Club (which
is located in the Freshman Center)
or the -Direct Action Committee
(which can also be contacted
through the Freshman Center or
Student Organization) and we will
try to work out a workable solution.
Bob Spanier-Chairman
Direct Action Committee

One still not enough

happening.

A petition, signed by over 300 individuals

wishir,g to see the carnival come back to
Kean, was presented to the Administration,
however all efforts fell through.
The administration's decision to ban the
carnival seems to be too drastic. Generally,
some learn from past mistakes and use them
to their advantage to better a particular situation. With proper and careful planning, the
carnival could be something that many look
forward to. ·

high school; this is college.
Our school newspaper, as was
pointed out by the editors note, is
already paid for by the student Activity Fee that students pay for as we
al know, along with tuition . As for
paint for the walls of the buildings,
this is already taken care of by the
building maintenance workers who
are state employees.
This brilliant idea of charging for
the Independent to buy clocks and
paint for the lounges, to me, is on
the level of saving household

Dear Editor,

Your editorial, "One is not
enough" raises an issue that was
long in coming to the surface. A
geat deal is made of the value of
extra-curricular activities for
students but our policy of one
special 1:15 period so lely devoted
to student activities makes a

mockery of that commitment. As a
faculty advisor of one such
organization, Society for the Advancement of Management (S.A.M.)
I feel that whenever we meet or plan
any function we place students
under stress in having to choose between our offerings and the myriad
of other, equally valid programs. It
seems to me that there ought to be

a Student Hour daily so as to encourage students to participate in a
wider variety of growth activities.
The question is, WILL THEY? Your
editorial should suggest a survey of
student opinion whether, in fact,
ONE IS OR IS NOT ENOUGH .
Herbet S. Parker
Professor of Management Science
W-405 ... X2495
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By Man ny Cantor

The recent elections and · Kean College
The student Republican and
Democratic clubs of yesteryear no
longer exist at Kean . Nor was there
any other evidence 0f interest, let
alone acitivity, around the Nov. 4
elections. True there was no state.wide contest for U.S. Senate of
Gove rn o r. All Congressiona l
districts were secure for the incumbents. Discussion of issues was
•m inimal.
' Nationally even those states w ith
statewide contest brought only 37.3
percent of voting-age .popu lation to
the pol ls. This was the third lowest
turnout in U.S. history and the
lowest eve r outside the South.
A pathy and cyn icism mount. Both
parties are indifferent to my real
needs, is the conclu sion of many
voters. The torrent of stori es of corruption feeds the conviction that all
poli ticians are venal. Mi ll ions of
dollars were spent in low-level,
mud-slingi ng campaigns with little
discussion of iss ues.
Some analysts would have it that
the elections did not change the national pictu re very much, that the
Republican gai ns in Governors
cancels out the Democratic gai ns in
the Senate, that the newly-elected
Democratic Senators are as conser-

vative as the Republicans they
replace, that the President's skill at
maneuver and cajolery will enable
him to conti nue with his agenda.
That's not what I deduce from the
electio n res ults. Granted that
Reagan contin ues to ho ld high personal popularity in the polls. But his
frantic efforts to ho ld his majority in
the Senate were to no avail. The
consequences of Reagan policies,
domestic and fo reign, are slowly
sinking into the consciousness of
more and more Americans. The
voters, on Nov. 4, were rejecting
those policies when the issue was
placed clearly and unambiguously.
Here's an example. Gov. George
Deu kmejian won re-election in
Californ ia by al most 2 to 1. By the
same margi n those voters adopted
a measu re to prevent water contamination, over the Governor's opposition. You know that President
Reaga n gave a pocket veto to
amendments stre nghtenin g the
Clean Water Act, though they were
approved unani mously by both
houses of Congress. I can't imagi ne
any Republican in Congress voti ng
to sustain that veto.
The Democratic Party leadership
has for some time interpreted th e

mood of the electorate as requiring
them to move closer to the Reagan
position. In my opinion, they should
think deeply about the election
results in the U.S. Senate, and their
clear majority in both houses. I
thi nk they w i II do better, for
themselves, and for the country, if
they use their new control of Senate·
committees to fas hion a program
that meets the real needs of the peopie. And then let them lead in the
inevi table co nfronta ti on with
Reaga n and his stalwarts.
THE KEAN PO PULATION
y\/lLL BE AFFECTED
Everyone on this campus is vitally concerned what happens in the
f ield of education . What happens is
determi ned in good measu re by the
Federal government. Edward M .
Kennedy will become head of the
Senate Com mittee on Labor and
Human Resources. He has already
pledged to pu sh fo r better ed ucation, job trai ning and hea lth care
programs. He says he is wi ll ing to
kill out-moded programs to make
money available for new ones.
Sound s li ke a lot for us in the col leges to th ink about and act on.

Op-Ed

Right and back

The latest revelations on the
finagling on arms and hostages with
Iran, and the discord it discloses in
the Administration, sharpen the
critical focus on foreign policy.
Clairborne Pell of Rhode Island wi ll
be chairman of the Senate Commi ttee on Foreign Relations. He opposes aid to the contras in
Nicaragua, and will push fur stiffer
eco nomic sanctio ns on South
Africa. And here's a stun ner! Sen .
Richard Luger (R.-lnd.) the outgoing
chairman of the same committee,
the President's close friend , says
NOW that the Reagan policy in
Nicaragua may be fatally flawed and
predicts it w ill be in serious trouble
in the new Senate.
One of the greatest threats to the
Republic has been the systematic
packing of the Federaf ·courts on all.
levels wi th ultra-conservative, oftimes incompetent, Reagan appoi ntees. There is room fo r hope
this d ismayi ng trend can be checked wi th Senator Joseph R. Biden's
assumption of the chairmanshi p of
the Senate Committee on Judiciary.
All proposals for improvi ng the lot
of the people, and especially to
meet the critical needs of the poor
and unemployed, w ill, of cou rse,
bump immediatel y into the budget
defici t. In my book, there is a cl ear,
and highly desirable road around

·-------------------------~--,

College

After months of negotiations, the
Black Student Union and the Student Organization, Inc. reached an
agreement; however before the pro-

they are used and abused . How v 'illing or can't do the types of prolong can the administration fool the
•'•,ams that the B.S.U. wants and
public? There is not one African- 11~ds. Therefore we have the right
American in a leading position at to challenge them. We know better,
verbi a I ink had dried this
Kean College of New Jersey. This
than the Student Organization what
oppo rtu n ity-provid ing-fund i ng- year the administration, after ten
our needs and interest are, so that
agreement was washed a/Na:y - an years of benign neglect tried to is why it is imperati'lle that we ha'l/e
abject lesson in contract theory. The recruit black faculty and students. fairer proportion of dollars and conjustification for reneging the con- We all know the people who push- trol over those dollars. Since the
Black Student Union has concludtract is based on the suggestion of ed the college in this direction. The
the Assistant Attorney-General (not usual talk that Black faculty and ad- ed that the Student Government has
the Attorney-General) that to ministrators are not available simp- not met our needs, we reserve the
right to· do what is absolutely
allocate 65 % of the African- ly will not wash. Do you mean to
necessary, to change that ideology.
American student acitivity fee to the tell me that we cannot find one
We are asking for 65 % of our StuB.S.U. may be unconstitutional, Black political-scienti st? If the
dent Activity funds and therefore to
under the presumption that thi s is leadership of thi s college can find
raise the bogey that we are getting
some type of quato system. Is Affir- enough African-American s to clean
mative Action al so to be construed and guard the college, but not more than our share is to engage in
as a quota and therefore disbanded? enough to teach and lead, then that the rid iculous; furthermore, to sugThe definition of quotas is as reall y says something.about the en- gest that we will dispose of ou r ,
follows: "A share assigned to a vironment that we are in. A Masters funds without accountability is not
group." Now is there any question Degree is enough to propel non- only irresponsible but betrays an igin regard s to the B.S.U. being entitl- mi nority personnel to the top ad- norance of the B.S.U. proposal on
ministrative positions at Kean but a . funding which contains checks and
ed to a part? Of course not, the
question here is one of proportion . Ph . D. makes a black a Special balances. We do not deny that other
The B.S.U. has never received more Assistant Dean . What a shame that Minority organizations are underthan 1% of the total budget in the · we still have this type of mentality funded. We urge them to militant14 years short of the twenty-first ly fight for their rights in the Sun.
history of the Organization. In the
Finally, a word on the Presidenrecently awarded 3.9 million dollar century.
lndeed the college is now mak- tial task force for studying the fun State Grant, the administration has
set aside fund s for minority ing efforts to recruit more Black ding isSlJe. After months of strug(especially Black) needs. Will thi s students and faculty, but the college gles, bad words, name calling, near
lacks a sense of consistency and vi- physical violence, etc. we reall y
be labeled as a quota and therefore
taken away? Unconstitutionality to s·ion. To prove its commitment to a thought we had resolved this issue.
illegal ity to forced abandon- long-range approach, the college Dave McCarthy, in good faith and
ment . . •. must we go to the oppress- has not only to recruit Black facul- now Student Organization, said that
ed past? It is not difficulty to under- ty and other Minority Faculty to the funding agreement was
positions of leadership but also to " .. . negotiated in good faith and
stand th at th e use of th e word
'quota' hides an agenda-the agenda , create and foster an Institute of now Student Organization and
is th e deni al of rea l opportunity to African-Asian Studies. This will lead B.S.U. are setting examples for
students, especially 131ack students, to a better and more wholesome others to follow." (Kean College of
educational experience at Kean . New Jersey Board of Trustees Public
to manage their own affairs. The
A ss istant
Attorney-Generals ' Thi s is why we, deem it necessary Session M inutes of July 7, 1986).
to take a real close examination of Now it seems we are back to square
justification for delaying (killing?)
the funding agreement as of now is the challenge grant and how those one, but I say to you not yet. We
monies will be used, if at all in rela- have ass u ranee s from Board
one man's,opin ion and in fact will
be challenged. I ask members of the tion ship to the needs and interest of Members that the 65 % question
African America ns and other need not be looked at as a quota
B.S.U. and our true friend s not to
minorities.
question. But why then does thi s addespair. We have learned from
history. We are leading a historic
2. Student Organization
ministration want a task force. Is thi s
struggle for quality and equality at
The role of the student govern- a delaying tactic? What will be the
Kean College.
·
ment as it relates to the African- agenda? Who will be on thi s ta sk
Let us di stingui sh College Ad- American students is as follows: force? • , .Why did not the Admini stration and Management Our Activity fee should assure us ' mini stration form a task force when
Issues from Student Organization
(because we pay a healthy figure Calrence Coggins was impeached ?
Issues.
yearly) a sizable amount of money (The only Black member on the Stuto the B.S.U., so that we could in- dent Organization Exeuctive Board)
1. College Management
Catch phrases and soothin g sititute long range planning and pro- Why wasn't there a ta sk committee
gramm ing. Student Organization set up to look at the voting irslogan s wi II not detract us from the
has a sorry history of mismanage- regularities? (I am referring to the
real issues. The debate is about real
ment and worse; they have also fact that white students participated
dolla rs (tax dollars and tuition
dollars) and how at the moment demostrated that they are either un(Continued on page 6)

this big obstacle. The power of the
ar m s
i ndustry
dominates
Washington. The appropriations for
the Pentagon are still swollen. Overprici ng and waste are still ra mpant.
Bil lions are going down a si nk-hole
on an impossible star wars program .
The serv ices stil l vie with each other
and multiply the cost of our defense
system. All this is intertwined with
a foreign po licy that now openly
fights aga inst proposals, fro m within
our expert community and from
without, to stem the already excessive b u ild-up of nuclear
weapons.
W hich issues will be pushed in
Congress, what w ill be the Agenda
in the next couple yea rs, will depend, in considerable part, on how
effectively the various constituencies press their case with their
represe ntatives. There will be ample opportun ity and a great need,
fo r the col leges to play their part,
especially on the role of the Fed real
governm ent in th e fie ld of education. And that will not require a student Republi can or Democratic
cl ub. O n our campus, the Nati onal
Students Association, the American "
Federation of Teachers, the Faculty
Senate, the many clubs and
soc ieties and many of the departments can direct individua l or
united effort fo r agreed-on, worthw hile obj ecti ves.

hour survey
Last weeks editorial proposed that a second college hour be instated. Since then
many positive responses have bee·n voiced.
In order for this to happen we need support
from the college community. If you feel that
this proposal is valid or ever if you don't,
please fill out the survey below. •
1. How many college organizations do you
belong to?
2 . Do you find yourself having to choose
between organizations?
Yes __ No __

(Check

one)

3. Do you feel more than one college hour
should be instated?
·Yes __ No __

4. Do you have any comments on this matter?

I.
I
I
I
I

Please detach this form and return to the
Independent CC119. All responses will be
appreciated.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I ,

---------------~-----------
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College professors further ''secular huntanist' censorship

1

by Rose Jackson
(CPS) - Christian fundamentalists
seeking to change high school textbooks in a much-publicized trial
here got help from an unusual
source: college professors.
The testimony of professors from
widely diverse campuses suggests
that the critique' that American
public schools teach "secular
humanism" is gaining academic
respectability.
"Yes, it is spreading;' says Cornell
Prof. Richard Baer, who testified two
weeks ago in the case here in which
a parent-teacher group wants to
junk 47 high school texts that, they
say, dismiss "Judeo-Christian views"
of history in favor of a "secular
humanist" view.
The U.S. Dept. of Education, has
given a grant to New York University Prof. Paul Vitz - who testified
in a similar case in Tennessee in

which a judge last week agreed to term "secular humanism" until she
let parents refuse to have their kids was accused of promoting it.
Ryder, like many of the witnesses
read texts that don't agree with their
religious beliefs - to examine if defending the texts, said she was
high school texts talk about "the worried the trial - and the issue of
secular humanism - was little more
role of religion" in U.S. history.
Education Sec. William Bennett than an excuse to cen5or books.
She was not alone. In mid-trial ,
recently called the treatment of
religion in most schools " a self- the American Association of University Professors held a press coninflicted wound:'
At Mobile, U.S. lnternational's ference in Washington, D.C., to fret
Coulson
complained
that about textbook censorship and call"humanistic" home economics ed on the "higher education combooks he reviewed teach that munity" to stop it.
Lawyers - paid by People for the
parents should not "direct" their
children in learning right from American Way and the American
wrong, and that they shou Id let kids Civi l Liberties Union - battling the
· parent lawsuit in Alabama also por"make their own decisions."
"Secular humanism says the time trayed the text critics as religious
for tradition has passed;' Coulson fanatics bent on keeping certain
ideas and "a disposition toward inexplained after his testimony.
Texas teacher Verdene Tyder, who quiry" out of schools.
The anti-intellectual strain in the
authored one of the texts under fire,
testified she'd never heard of the new wave of textbook trials - the
ACLU says Christian fundamentalist
groups have filed 120 suits objecting
to texts and novels being used in
public schools - have kept most
college professors out of the debate
until recently.
a satellite to be launched in 1987.
"It's like the McCarthy era;' says
Dr. Judith Rosenthal of Edison, a Coulson, who worries his approfessor of biology at Kean is coor- pearance at the trial will associate
dinator for the science and
him with fundamentalist groups.
technology course.
"Anyone who associated with a

Science and technology
in the modern world
An expert on satellite communications spoke at 1:40 p.m .
Nov. 18 in the Little Theatre at Kean
College of New Jersey.
Dr. Gary Garriott, technical advisor to Volunteers in Technical
Assistance (VITA), a non-profit group
assisting developing countries,
spoke on the use of satellites to
speed technical information to
those countries.

communist was labelled a communist. (Fundamentalism) is an unfriendly label."
Indeed, one professor who
testified at the trial asked not to be
named in this story because he
didn't want to jeopardize his
chances for achieving tenure.
None of the professors who
criticized the texts as humanistic
said they were themselves particularly religious. All vehemently
disagree they're anti-intellectual.
"I am opposed to Christianizing
schools," Cornell's Baer says.
Prof. Kenneth Strike just thinks
"students shou Id become acquainted with" as many "basic
moral ideas" as possible, "from
Jerry Falwell to Karl Marx:'
Texts today, Strike and the others
argue, simply don't mention the
basic moral ideas that come out of
religions. They believe the books
should.
But others see all the recent textbook trials as an effort to impose
one religion's point of view on all
students, not to foster pluralism.
Citizens for Excellence in Education, a Santa Monica, Ca., group
funded by the National Association
of Christian Educators, for example,
is organizing volunteer groups to
pressure schools to ban books that

feature characters who question
authority, mention the supernatural
or portray women working outside
the home.
In explaining why, the group
alleges books that do mentio"n such
things are propagating a religious
brew called "secular humanism,"
and that fairness dictates their own
religious views deserve at least
equal treatment.
The Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith recently blasted such
views as "dangerous," and "flirting
with making schools into arms of a
state religion."
"Serious historians;' adds University of Houston religion Prof.
Hyland Packard, "don't recognize
secular humanism as a legitimate
academic term."
"The only people who know
what the term means;' says Metro
State's Dobbs, "are the people who
want to yank books off the shelves: '
During the trial, various witnesses
defined secular humanism as a
religion, a "style of probing modern
life withour preconceived notions;'
a movement, a way of life, a
philosophy, a "buzzword for
atheistic humanism," and as a
"hedonistic" way of life.
U.S. District Judge W. Brevard expects to rule on the case shortly.

WHENIS THERIGHTTIMETO
CALL YOUR GRANDPARENTS?

Garriott's appearance is planned
as part of the course, "Science and
Technology in the Modern World ."
The course is one of those at the
core of the College's recently mandated general education program
which provides a broad liberal arts
foundation to students in all major
disciplines.
VITA

a) Five minutes into "The Lawrence Welk Show~'

is a cleari ng house for

technical information focusing on
low cost digital communications to
developing countries. VITA along
with the Radio Amateur Satellite
Corp., (AMSAT) are orbiting a prototype satellite and are developing

b) About a week before your birthday.
c) When you iust want-to tell them you miss
them, and that you ate the last of Grandma's
chocolate-chip cookies this morning.

Black
Student Union
(Continued from page 5)

There's nothing grandparents like better than a call from a
grandchild in college. But if you do accidentally happen to interrupt Lawrence, you ought to have something worth telling them.
For example, you could mention that you called using
AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional value.
And then you can tell them that AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.
And that you can count on AT&T
for clear long distance
connections.
Finally, of course, you
should quickly reassure
them that you're eating
enough, then let them
hurry back to the TV
to catch the rest of the
Lennon Sisters' Blue
Oyster Cult medley.

in B.S.U. leadership.) Th is Administration has become a master
of delays, a master of sweeping
issues under the rug.
In summation, let me say this. The
College and the Student Government are at a crossroad in relation
to their African-American and
other minority counterparts. There
has to be a revam ping of the
ideology of both parties (Student
Government and College Administration) so th.at the AfricanAmerican and other minorities have
no longer to undergo a day to day
struggle for crumbs, promises and
well-wishes.
It is imperative and must become
a mandate that the interests of the
two governing bodies are no longer,
the only interest taken into consideration. If this attitude does not
change, then these necessary struggles will continue. I personally
believe that it is time that we move
to a more universal notion of what
a higher education experience is
supposed to be about. However, this
does not mean setting up useless
task committees that do nothing
more than rationalize and hinder
the process for real, concrete,
responsible, and meani ngfu I
. solutions.
Vincent Stallings
Vice President/Budget Director
of the Kean College
Black Student Union

AT&T

The right choice.
re, 1986 AT&T
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Arts and Entertainment
Comedy-Second city is first rate
By Sharon MacBride
and concluded with the appearance
At 8:00 p.m. on Monday, of a priest to save the day, adding
November 10, the following sub- religion in there, too. The audience
jects were presented at Kean: laughed and I was relieved, saved
Homosexuality,
Catholicism, from the clock-watching, smiling-toJudaism, Politics, Suburban Living, be-polite comedy blahs. The
Group Therapy, Rap Music, Rock· · essence of Second City had begun.
The company's humor exists in
Music, the power of Hitler, the
plight of the Elderly, Death, and Van the formula of taking the normal oc~amp's Beans. This all took place casions of everyday life and then
within the time span of approx- twisting them with the most
imately two hours. Was this an ex- ludicrious situations possible. The
tended sociology class? Or part of wake of Mr. Smedley demonstrated
a special-awareness lecture series? this. Smedley, a blue-collar plant
None of the above. The Chicago- worker, had passed away and we see
based Second City National Tour- his wife and son mourning at the
ing Company came to town wake. Average situation so far. A
(courtesy of the College Center friend from the plant, a relative, and
Board). Evan Gore, Joe Liss, Sean the son's classmate come to pay
Masterson, Judith Scott, Christine their respects and ask exactly how
Sunne, and Ron West transformed did he die. Mrs. Smedley explains
the bare stage of The Little Theatre that he got his head stuck in a
into a platform overflowing with gallon can of Van Kamp's Beans.
rapid-fire, improvisation comedy. This was definitely a creative choice
Their props were six folding chairs in causes of death, but the real
and a hat change or two. Their or- humor lies in watching the visitors
chestra came in the form of one · try to control their laughter and
woman, Laura Wasserman on the disguise it as grief. Th is task
ivories. The troupe presented raw becomes more difficult when the
priest enters with the closing prayer.
satire at its best.
The night began with Christine (a " Oh to think what once was and
striking redhead) and Joe (definite- what might have been:' (Get it?) The
laughter increases with each bean
ly class clown in high school)
fighting over a Yogi Bear towel dur- pun and stifled chuckle.
The distinguishing trait of Second
ing a picnic scene. It was relatively
boring and I thought to myself, "Oh City is the actors' strengths in imno, this night is going to be like a provisational acting. Throughout the
bad Saturday Night live skit that show they did several such exernever ends, great." My train of cises. Sean Masterson requested
thought was interrupted by an ob- from the audience a location and a
noxious heckler behind me. "This list of emotions. Judy (who, incidenis stupid," he heckled adding other tally, has a Grace Jones haircut and
still looks great) and Joe then acted
negative words intermittently. I finally realized he was part of the show
out the restaurant scene, shifting the
mood whenever Sean ca/led out a
when he approached the stage with
a gun (nON I was hoping he was part new emotion. The characters
of the show) joined by other gun- changed from anger to lust to lonebearing cast hecklers. The skit un- liness, forming a witty scenario and
exhibiting just how talented these
folded as a terrorism commentary

performers are. In another improv fast-paced performance.
The Second City National Tourlater in the show, Chri stine sent
Sean out of the room and Evan re- ing Compjlny has deep roots that
quested a slogan from the audience. originate long before last Monday.
"The choice of a new generation" The improvisation style was
was selected. The players then acted originated in 1955 in a Chi cago
out a scene and Sean had to guess group known as the Compass
this Pepsi phrase. It was a unique Players. The Second City name was
idea that produced a fresh , un- born when several of the Compass
Players regrouped and set up shop
predictable situation.
As noted in the improvisation in a run-down Chinese laundromat
in the Old Town section of the winscenes, the Second City troupe
used audience participation to their dy city. In 1973 a "second" Second
advantage. At one point, Evan Gore City opened in Toronto, Canada.
silently entered the stage. Without Since then, the theatre group has
speaking, he instructed the left side become an institution and has proof the audience to hum, and then duced many celebrities. Among the
the right. After a united ".Mmm" best known are those of the original
from the spectators, he wryly con- Saturday Night live cast, namely
cluded, "And people wonder how Bill Murray, Dan Akroyd, Gilda
Radner, and the late John Belushi .
Hitler took power."
The six also entertained us Other well-knowns who have
musically. The songs included " Fast ' graduate from the Second City ranks
Living", a commentary on the are John Candy, Eugene Levy, Shelmiddle-class, suburban lifecycle. ly Long, Valerie Harper, and yes,
" Put the bird in the microwave ... Joan Rivers.
The cast of the touring company
so we're off to Miami to die." There
was the Supreme Court satire "We possesses many ofthe qualities seen
lean to the right . .. to those who in their predecessors. All six actors
are wealthy and white" and the
thigh-slapping, country-western "I
Hate Liver." Judy soloed with the
sultry "Surrogate Momma" and informed us that she is "a stretch mark
wearing, vitamin popping, labor
savi ng device" all in one breath.
The show ended with a tune that
any footba ll widow can relate to if
the man in her life watches the
game in his jockey shorts. Sean, Joe,
and Evan sported boxers and undershirts, with oddball Ron West in a
Scottish kilt, for " Men in our
underwear .. . so debonair, we feel

are stereo-typical types, yet all six
are versatile performers who ·have
the capabilities to portray extremely different characters during the
show. Judith Scott ranged from a
nun to a vamp; Evan Gore from
therapist to terrorists; Joe Liss from
an old man to an altar boy; Sean
Masterson from reverend to rapsinging accountant; Ron West from
neurotic nerd to Vietnam vet; and
Christine Sunne from church cleaning lady to such sayings as I have
a dead baby in my hand. That sums
up the zaniness of Second City. On
their promotional poster reads the
slogan " See Tomorrow's Stars Today" and, indeed, I beiieve that all
those who attended this Little
Theatre event have seen just that.
Final note: Speaking of attendance, according to the C.C.B. box
office, only 60 people attended the
Second City performance. I urge all
of you to come out for these events
at Kean . It's the chance to see some
great talent and have an evening out
with your friends. Get involved!

cool air." The girls joined in, doning "chic" housecoats and rollers.
The audience got involved, once

again, clapping along. The number
was an ideal, upbeat ending to this

CHUCK NORRIS LOU GOSSETT
Are relationship~
giving you hives?
Have the his
and her towels
become all his, or hers.
Do you fight more
then love.
If a personality
conflict has got you
down ...
Write to Dear Joey
''A NIGHT
ON THE
TOWN''
Submit all letters
to Joey CC 119.
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Long on song An evening with Yasgurs Farm
By Billy Long

Here is a brief summary of that talk.
Six years ago, a group of friends
Yasgurs Farm was put together in
. got together in a place known as
1979, not as a concept band, but as
Parentes Chatterbox, and the a band that would play there own
Monster Bash was born. Two years music. They had backing and
earlier, a group of friends got management, but things didn't work
together and Yasgurs Farm was out the way they wanted . After
born . This past Halloween, the band rethinking their plans, they decidmet the bash .
ed to play the music they listened
The Monster Bash is my version to, were b rought upon, and loved.
of a Halloween Party. Musicians They took th ei r name from th e
from various bands would get famou s farm on which the
together to play. I would go and get Woodstock Festival was held. Tolarge sound and lighting systems, day, playing the favorites ofthe late
and invite all of Bayonne to the Elks · 60's and early 70's, they are one_ of
Ballroom. The partygoers would pay the top attractions on the Jersey club
$20.00 at the door and receive a circuit.
quart container for their drinks.
Once at the bar they would have a
choice of Bud draft or " Monster
Punch" (this drink was a killer).
Everyone would have a great time,
and at the end of the night I would
be stuck with a couple of hundred
screwballs who didn't want to go
home. This became an annual
event, with all proceeds going to the
Elk's charities.
But as time goes by, a persons ambitions make them strive for bigger
and better things. So now there are
bigger shows with bigger bands in
a bigger hall (besides, old Elks can
only handle so much fun!) .
This year, Yasgurs Farm was the
main attraction at Monster Bash
'86. They played to an audience of
over 300 people that really enjoyed
the bands renditions of such
favorites as " The Walru s"-Beatles
and "U.S. Blues"-Grateful Dead.
Since I was running thi s shindig, I
didn't get to hear or see everything,
but I did see the audiences' appreciation by the standing ovation
they gave when the band finished
playing.
After the show, I spoke with the
bands guitarist, Lenny Molinari.

The band will be taking on a double identity pretty soon . With the
help of a major record company,
Yasgurs Farm will be playing N.Y.C.
under a different name. The music
will be different also, rhythm and
blues. Lenny and the rest of the
band hopes a record contract will
come out of this deal, and I guess
that all depends on how well they
are received in the Big Apple.
We got to talking about music,
and the way music has changed .
The bottom line was that he appreciates serious rock n' roll. He
says today's top 40 music all sou nds

the same in the respect that they all
seem to have a general formula make people dance. The only
guitarist to come out in the past 5
or 6 years which impresses him is
Edward Van Halen. He also brought
up Huey Lewis. He likes the arrangements in his songs and the fact
that the songs have something to
say. Getting back to the masters, Jimi
Hendrix and Jeff Beck were his big
influences, calling them "timeless".
If you haven't seen the band yet,
and you like the music of th e 60 's
and 70's, get out there and see
them. I give them 4 ½ stars. The only·

ones who would get 5 stars are the
original bands, most of whom are
no longer around .
One last thing I forgot. The band
would like the Kean student body
to know it always appreciates the
warm welcome it gets whenever
they come to the college.
So ff you do go to see the band ,
have a good time and remember
that if you're driving, watch the·
drinking. The holidays are coming
up and we at the Independent want
all of you around to enjoy them .
Keep the marks up and I'll see you
next week. Later!

Music
news
By

Eric L. Greenberg
Shooting began yesterday on
MICHAEL JACKSON's new video,
(no title was available at press time).
Film director, MARTIN SCORCESE
(The Color of Money, Ragin g Bull,
Taxi Driver) will be directing the six
day video shoot . . . SAMMY
HAGAR is currently working on a
solo album to complete his contract
obligations to Geffen Records. RANDY BACHMAN will help pen a few
songs. SAMMY's backing band will
have a new addition for this album,
EDWARD VAN HALEN on the bass
guitar. M eanwhile, Mr. HAGAR's
alter ego, the band VAN HALEN
w il l begin work on its new album
in January with HAGAR at the
microphone once again ... BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN 's live five record set
Live/1975-85 went platinum on its
second day of sales . . . DIRE
STRAITS guitarist and lead singer
MARK KNOPFLER broke his collar
bone in an accident during a
celebrity Formula One race in
Australia .. . HUNGERTHON '86,
sponsored by W.N .E.W F.M., will be
held this weekend at the United Nations. Among those scheduled to
appear are GRAHAM NASH,
LEVON HELM, and RITCHIE
HAVENS . .. MADONNA's new
album will be out early next year.
Entitled You Can Dance, it will contain all remixes with the exception
of one new song ... Comedian
SAM KINISON hosted SATURDAY
NIGHT LIVE this past weekend . his·
stand up routine was incomprehensable because the censors bleeped
out almost everything he said.
Thanks a lot N.B.C. . , . C.B.S. so ld
its music publishing holdings for a
reported 12.5 million dollars . ..
guitarist extraordinaire KEVIN
HORN has joined forces with exband mate ERIC LEIGH to form a
new group called THE PROJECTILES. The two will begin writing
this month.

The great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbriiu. Brewed in Munich,
in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and pere in America for a distinctiv_e world class taste.

'll,sWollLDC4LLSFoRLowENBRAll
0 1985 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, WI.
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Albums - Third stage
By Eric L. Greenberg
After an eight-year layoff Boston
has once again entered the music
scene with th~ir third album, appropriately entitled Third Stage.
This new album has encountered
surprising success. It entered the
charts at number three, an outstanding feat. Within two short weeks it
made the jump to number one.
What is the secret to their success,
and, when in the past has a comeback album been so immediately
successful?
Boston's magic rise to the top can
be answered with one si mple statement; the music is good. Some may
contend that thi s album sounds too
much like "old" Boston. I say, " So
whatl It ain't broke, don't fix it!"
Boston plays honest rock and roll
that stays away from the pop aspect

of music without getting too artsy.
Boston's main claim (orgimmic) fs
that they do not use synthesizers or
orchestral instruments. Everything is
pure, non-dehumanizing rock and
roll . No computers or electronic
drums will be found here. The
keeper of this claim is an outstanding musician named Tom Scholz.
In fact, it would not be out of line
to say that Tom Scholz is Boston.
To read the inner findings of this
album is almost like reading a book
about Tom Scholz written by Tom
Scholz. It is true the man is a musical
genius, however he seems to be well
aware of that fact. He is the inventor of the special effect for guitars
known as the · Rockman . The
album's liner notes come across as
one giant advertisement for Scholz's
products. The advertising is
justified, though, because the prr-

ducts are put to use on this record
and the two which preceded it.
Tom Scholz does deserve all the
self glorification he gives himself in
the liner notes. He almost singlehandedly constructed this album .
He' had a hand in writing every song
on the record minus one 15 second
instrumental. His talent for playing
different instruments is seemingly
limitless. His credits, as listed in the
notes: Lead guitar, rhythm guitar,
acoustic guitar, grand piano, electric pianos, bass guitar, Hammond
organ, theatre organ, some drums,
guitar 'vio lins', rocket ignition,
thunderstorms, and unidentified flying objects. In fact, only two other
musicians perform on the album.
Jim Masdea plays drums on some
tracks and Gary Pihl plays guitar on
one song.
The two musicians listed above

we're not members of the original
the first sides final cut is a continuaBoston. The only other member of tion of Amanda. The chord progresthe original band (as well as the onsion is slightly different and the
Iv other person to appear on the acoustic guitar is offed for keyboards
vinyl) is vocalist Brad Delp. The
but the song is just as heartening.
original Boston consisted of Delp,
The spaces between these songs
Scholz, Barry Gudrea (guitar), Sib
are filled with three tunes entitled
Hashian (drums), and Fran Sheehan
(in order), \\\!'re ready, The Launch,
(bass). The probable reason for the
and Cool the Engines. The Launch
deterioration of the band would be
is an instrumental which Scholz
the legal battle which followed the
uses to show off his products. The
band during its hiatus. Rumor has
other two are solid rockers which
it that the band may regroup to tour.
have already begun to receive
The first single from the album
. airplay.
Third Stage is a song entitled AmanThe second side is highlighted
da. This song starts off the record as
well . It is the perfect love ballad . with To Be A Man, a song which adWell chosen lyrics combine with dresses the question, "What does
harmonzing guitars to produce a it mean to be a man?" The album's
song that could make even the only disappointment is the rewrite
toughest man cry. This tune also of John English's I Think I like It.
starts off what is almost a concept The rest is solid rock and roll all the
style album side. My Destination, way.
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Announcements
Kean Professor Studies
Brothers & Sisters of
Individuals With
Ha ndicapping
Conditions
Volunteers are being sought
by Dr. Meyer Schreiber, of the
college's Social Work Program, to discuss what being a
brother or sister of a retarded
person means. Dr. Schreiber
has been involved as a researcher and as a worker with
such normal brothers and
v . sisters during the past twentyf .ive years. He ·is curren ti Y at
work on a volume which will
deal with how such brothers
and sisters deal with their
families and their siblings. Interested students and others
may call Dr. Schreiber at
527-2090 to set up a mutually
convenient time for an interview. The interview takes from
thirty to fifty minutes and all
material is kept confidential.

Word Processing
Seminar
The Management Club is
sponsoring a word processing
seminar on November 18 and
Nov. 25 during College Hour.
It will be held in Willis 400. The
purpose is to introduce
students to different data
bases and how it relates to
business and managements
and basic typing skills.
Reserve a space by leaving a
note in the management clubs
mailbox in Willis 405 or call
Lou Rigamonte at 522-9326 .

Attention:
Guaranteed Student
Loan Applicants
The United States Department of Education has informed us that recent changes in
federal legislation requires that
all G.S.L. applicants, ineluding those with an adjusted gross income under
$30,000, must show need in
order to qualify for a federallysubsidized G.S.L. Effective
October 17, 1986, all G.S.L. applicants must file a Financial
Aid Form for analysis.

Kean Christian
Coffee House
Tonight the Kean Christian
Coffee House will feature live
drama music at 8:30 p.m. in
the Browsing Room. Free admision and refreshments.

The tickets are avilable at the
Student Organization office
and Hutchinson building,
J-303, on Tuesdays from 1:40
I would like to invite you to atp.m.-2:55 p.m.
tend a Thanksgiving Dinner
All new members are
Dance on November 24, 1986.
The schedule is as follows: 6:30 welcome.
p.m.-9:00 p.m. Dinner (Once),
Only money orders made out
9:00-12:00 a.m. Dance (DJ is to Student Organization and
provided by THE PROS) Downs cash are acceptable.
Hall room 2 and 3.
For further information

If you are interested in applying for the Physical
Therapy PROFESSIONAL
PHASE for Fall 1987, applica-

tion packets are available
NOW: Phsycial Therapy Office
2 307 C, MTW 9-1, Thurs. 9-12,
Academic Advisement Center,
1st Floor Admin. Bldg., M-F
8:30-4:30, and Evening Office
J-106, M.:Y-h 4-8 p.m.
If you have any questions
about procedures or courses,
or if you have other concerns,

The prices of the tickets are
as follows: Member$3.00, Nonmember $3.50, Dance only
$2.00 (D.J. from THE PROS). It
will admitted at 9:00 p.m. for
Dance Only.

1------------ contact Muffin Lord, Academic
Foreign Student
Scholarships
Spring '86 Semester

Advisement Center, 527-2030.

Applications are now
available in the Financial Aid

of recommendation from
two P.T. settings, are due on
JANUARY 31, 1987.

Office. Deadline for submitting
application
is
Friday,
December 5, 1986·

Criminal Justice
Club Meeting
There will be a Criminal
Justice Club Meeting on Tuesday, November 25, 1986 in
Room W-313 at 1:40 p.m.
Everyone is welcome to come.

Completed

application

materials, including letters

Jewish Student
Union Meeting

♦
H you want to say th;a_nb, write a letter about how they helped you, encou_raged you,
challenged you, inspired you, got you to give your best and to grow, .a.nd Jend 11 by llo••ber .l.Sth

TEACHER OF THE YEAR-AWARD
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION • KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY • TOWNSEND 114

Attention
Graduate Students!

Every nomin.1tion will be considered by a committee of reprflentatives of
Student Organiulion, Evening Student Council, Gr.1duate Student Council,
of the Alumni Association, and faculty honored with the award in previous yurs.

1-----------------------

Due to the Thanksgiving
Holiday the Independent
wlll not come ou, during
the week of the 24th.
Deadline for submission
for the Dec. 4th Issue Is
Wednesday,
November 26th, 12:00

Garden State Graduate
Fellowship Applications
Now Available -T-106
A limited number of $6,000 fellowships will be awarded to New
Jersey residents planning to enter a New Jersey graduate school
in Fall, 1987.
Graduated Record Exams must be taken no later than February
7, 1987 (regular registration closes on January 2, 1987).
Decisions will be based on distinguished academic achievement
(grade point average and Graduate Record Exam scores).
The deadline for filing an application is March 1, 1987.

HOLOCAUST RESOURCE CENTER
Public Lecture and Forum

An evening with

Elle 11/tuet

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate for 1986
Wednesday Evening, December 3rd, 1986
7:40P.M.
Wilkins Theatre for Performing Arts in Kean Colleg,~

This is another In the series of outstanding public lectures sponsored by the Holocaust Resource

Center. As In previous years, there Is no entrance_fee. Early arrival is strongly recommended.
Doorw open at 1:00 p.m.
It la r-ecommended thol you porlc In rhe orm dJreaJy 06 North Auenue.

Sponsored by:
Chinese Student Organization
College Center Board

Here is your cl1'1nce to show your support for the teachers who
have· made a special contribution to your education!

The Jewish Student Union
will have a meeting on Tuesday, November 25 from
1:40-2:55 in Room J136. New
members are welcome.

Graduate Garden State
Those students who are in- Scholarship Applications are
terested in joining the Kean available in the Financial Aid
College "Flying Club" please Office. The deadline for filing
contact Michael Sam, tel: · an application is March 1,
354-7124 (Bartlett Hall).
1987.

KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

please contact Stephanie
Faser, Bookeeper of Student
Organization, at 289-6200.

i-----------------------

Flying Club

New Student
Committee Meeting
The New Student Committee will be holding a meeting
on Tuesday, November 25 in
the Frosh Center at 4:30. All
are welcomed!

Thanksgiving
Dinner Dance

Physical Therapy
Students

'

Bookstore/College
Liaison Committee
Academic Year 1986-87
The members of the
Bookstore/College Liaison
Committee welcome any concerns and questions regarding
the services and the policies of
the Kean College Bookstore.
Please contact any one of the
members with your concerns :
Louis Benedict - Council for
Part Time Students, Edward_
Callaghan - Business Office
(Ex-Officio), Sheila Elman Graduate Student Council ,
Karen Gentilello - Bookstore
Manager, Barnes & Noble,
Sandra Gonsalves - Faculty,
Psychology Department, Patrick J. Ippolito - Vice President, Student Services (ExOfficio), Rob Laverty - Student Organization, Annette
Pedana - Student Organization, Jose A. Quiles - Assistant Dean, Student Services
(Chair), and Walde Woubneh
Faculty, Mathematics
Department.

EA TING DISORDERS
a

•ANOREXIA•
•BULIMIA•
• OVER EATING•

I
I

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24 1986
NOON J-100
FEATURING

RODNEY DEMICHAEL
Center for the Treatment of Eating Disorders.

~

..........., .............. ,......

~
:1.m

~t=Co=••=••l=lng=C•=•t=o•.=Ho=tlln=o=••d=R=••l=d•=•U=
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CI·assifieds
1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVllle
Deluxe. 2 Door, P/S/B, Locks,
Windows, Seats, AM/FM Cassette
Stereo, 129,000 Miles. Great running condition.-Call after 6:00 p.m.
465-2051 . $1500.
Immediate Opening: Maplewood
$5.28 hour. Delivery of school lunches. 5 days a week. (Mon .-Fri.)
From 11:15 a.m.-12:30. Contact:
Mrs. Lowback or Dr. Pincus,
762-5600, ext. 266.
Adopt. Established professional
and wife, well-educated and financially secure, wish to adopt white
infant (to 12 months) into loving ,
secure, happy home. Expenses
paid. Call (201) 236-2860.
Resumes and Cover Letters.
Written , updated, typed . Reports,
theses, typed on Word Processor.
Private Wang word procesing
lessons taught by experienced
teacher. Try one hour. Low rates.
Free information 272-1888.
WANTED: Student Spring Break
Representative for Collegiate
Tour & Travel. Earn complementary trips and cash for more information call (612) 780~9324, or
write 9434 Naples NE, Minneapolis, MN 55434, att: John.
Adoption. We're a happily married
couple
(physi cian/psychologist) who deeply
wish to adopt a newborn. We'd be
sensitive to a child 's needs and
can provide a warm , loving home
where a child will flourish . Please
think of us during this difficult
time! Expenses paid . Legal, confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect (212) 724-7942.

Phone Canvassers. Home
Remodel ing Company needs
part-time phone canvassers for
nights, weekends and holidays.
Flexible hours - base salary plus
large commissions. Office conveniently located near campus. Call
851-2781 or 647-5295 for details.
Sales Person Wanted. Part-time
days. Jewelry Store, Linden ,
486-4300. Ask for Jerry.
D.J. For Hire. 6 years experience.
Radio stations, clubs and private
parties. Music for all occasions.
Reasonable rates. Call Bob at
233-6551 for appointment.
Tired, exhausted, experiencing
stress? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
certified , Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J . GutJman , C.R.M .T. at 687-4549.

RISEARCH PAPIRS
16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Hiibl aq"q;,~,~J;~~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Local

Typing Service

Electronic Memory Typewriter capable of filling all
your typing needs.
• Term papers
• Thesis-reports
•
Letters
Typing Serivce. Professional
•
Repetitive
typing
typist. Resumes, dissertations,
statistical tables, letters, thesis, • Dictation
term papers. Reasonable rates. • Bookkeeping
Call Eileen at 964-1793.
• Prompt efficient service.
Pick-up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. Call:
688-2215.

CCI Presents
Steven Wright
uLIVE"
HBO Star
Comedian
Dec. -8, 1986
WIikins Theatre
8:30 .P.M.
Tickets:
Students 511
General Public 514
For further ticket
info call 527-2337

Attention!
Attention! Attention!
Student Employment

TONIGHT
in the
Little Theatre
C.C.B. presents
John Valby
11

Dr. Dirty"

Comedian-Singer
Thunday,
November 20, 1986
Tickets $5.00
w/Kean ID
On sale at the
Wilkins Theatre
Box Office
L

Work study jobs are
available for graduate and
undergraduate matriculated
students, including those
students
registered
for less _________________________.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
than six credit
hours. Students
must have demonstrated
financial need and must file a
1986-87 Financial Aid Form.
Financial Aid Forms are
available in the Financial Aid
Office. If you are interested
please make an appo_intment
to see Toni Pufahl in the Financial Aid Office.

Internad.onal Students Assoc.
Presents
Latin Afro-Caribbean Festival
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Date: Friday, Novemb~r 21st
Place: Kean College Student Center
Admission: $3.00

Salsa • Reggae • Merenque • Bolero • Calypso
Disco• Jazz• Makosa • Compas Direct
SENSATIONAL!

TALENT SHOW
AUDITIONS
TODAY-Downs Hall, Room A
Bring any equipment

or costUllles necessary.
Sponsored by
The Finance Club
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INDEPENDENT PERSONALS-Nancy & Penni, Congratulations on
becoming Sisters of Rho Sigma Ch i!!
Now you can smil e all you want! !!
You guys are great!!! Love Ya, The
Sisters of Rho Sigma Chi
To Dames at Sea, Rots a ruck.
Rucky P.S. Break a leg.
Mike Tese, Happy Birthday! Sorry it
is late. Sophia
To The Man Who Helped Wipe M y
Tears Away, Thank You. A Pledge
Jon, Thanks for being a true friend
w hen I needed one. A Friend In
N eed
Paul M ., We used to have such a
good friendship. Now it only seems
like memories. I wish we had that
friendship ~gain .
Tamara, It's been so long since we
did " Mondoley" together. Let's do
it real soon!
Pebbles - Yabba dabba doo. Luv,
Bam Bam
Big Guy Sigina, Th anks for " pinni ng" me. Love, Anonymous
Beach, I'm glad we got to ta lk the
o ther night. I hope it's not months
before it happens again .

Lisa A in 501, I've seen you at the
pu b and I would like to see alot
more ofyo u. Hope it's mutual. P.F.
Paul, M y name isn't Missy. l luv you
anyway. Puddin' lips
Green Eyes, I wanted to wait until
I heard you say it first. I reall y do
love you ! I know in ti me I will love
you more. You better not forget me
over X-mas vacation. Love, Blue Eyes
Wolfee-Bubi, Everytime I see you
my heart beats faster, our love is gettin g deeper and I hope it will grow
mo re and more. Love Forever, Ani
Berkan, Bubi, The way you play
soccer I don't think anybody in th e
who le worl d plays like you, you are
so uni que, I get so proud of you . I
hope you wi ll reac h your dream.
My love, my soccer man . Ani
Anahid Shabazsan, Th ank you .
Derek, Maria, and Pam, I never
thought I'd make such great fri end s
at college. You have all made it so
much easier. Love Ya, D.
Rachel, Lisa, Carol, Eileen, Debbie,
Robin, Yvette, Beth, Congratulations to the new Sisters of Sigma
Beta Ch i. Love, The Sisters of EBX
Beth, You did a great job as my little, I'm very proud of you . Debbie
Eileen, Congratulations to the best
little sister I ever had! Love, Elise
Mindy, Chicago is great. Wish you
were here. I'll never forget to send
you a postcard again . l-n-S, Nancy

To A Guy Who Thinks Bartlette is
Sozio, No matter how confused I
get, I'll always be your friend . A Girl
In Sozio

L., It ain't over till it's over. B.
Spiker, Would love to take advantage of you! Villanova
Joel L., Royal Blue is your true col or. Thanks, Sandy
Bruce S., Don't forget you promised me dinner. Boo Boo
Mike T., I haven't seen you around
late!y. Missing You

305 Sezio, I think you guys are pretty cool. You ' re a happening crowd,
you too Sha . Sunshine &
Sisterhood, Sandy

To The Alpha Gamma Pledge Class
of lambda Chi Rho, CONGRATULATIONS!! YOU GUYS
MADE IT. WELCOME TO THE
SISTERHOOD. Now let's party.
Sunshine & Sisterhood, Boo Boo
Timmy B., Stop letting girls lick your
face, only I can do th at. Sandy
James, Sto p playi ng w ith the
women and come home. M.
James, P.S. Don't scratch the car. Q.
Muffy, Kiss-kiss. Remember our
date at the Yacht club, also tomorrow night their putti ng on a splendid show. love, Buffy
Donna, You ' re the BEST l ittle Sister
I cou ld ever have! Love, Mary
Heidi, Thanks for bei ng a good
friend. Mary
CONGRATULATIONS to the new
Sisters of NU SIGMA TAU.
Bayonne, Remember to smile inside
and your two Bi gs are here for you .
Kim and Berta
Congrats Pledges of NET, You've
done a great job. I'm proud of you.
Asst. Pledge Mistress, Kim
Florida or Oregon? No matter
w here, as long as we are togeth er
forever. Love, Karma
Diane M ., 1,2,3, .. . GOOD!!! Jenny
To the Sisters of DSP, We proved it!
Thanx for a tou gh challen ge! The
New Sisters! .
Tory, Thanks for putting up with all
the sound s at night. And for waking me up on time every morning.
Deb
To The New Sisters of Nu Sigma
Tau, Job well done. We're proud of
you .

Miss Nifouss i, Great job done with
pledging. Even throu gh all the
hassles we did it. Love, Debs
Toni, Good job! We're proud of you.
N o more crying, O.K.? love, Your
Bigs
Col, Col, Col, W HAT DO YO U
WANT? Look, Look!!!!! Watch out fo r
th at tru ck. House, Tory, Bayonne
Defective: I knew you could do it!
You really made me proud !
Remember you can always count on
me! I LOVE YA!! YOUR NEW
SISTER! SHY
Hi-D, Sorry about everything. You
mean a lot to me and I wouldn 't
want to get you in trouble. I LOVE
YA! Concerned Resident
All Field Hockey Players: Thanks
you for making my last year the best
yet. You ladies are the best!! Good
Iuck!I Colleen
Attn: Woodbridge Marathon Runners: The Next Survival Test will be
given on Friday, Nov. 21st. Pretzels
and soda's will be awarded to the
winners.

Buffy-( murt) honey! Yacthing at 6
- then mummy wi shes to have you
over for caviar & champagne. ·Giff
Biff my love. Ki ss-ki ss! Skippy

1

To My Amoeba Friend in 309 Sozio,
Thanx for everythin g - my heart remai ns in one piece! Destru ction!
Wonder Triple #No. 2
Ho! Thundercats! OK - So we
blew it. But next yea r brings much
hope! On ly Jaga wi ll leave, but her
spirit wi ll remain! Love in defense.
Panthro
To All The Sisters of Omega Sigma
Psi: I'm proud of you! And thank
you for making it so much easier.
Thanks Di ane! Love & Sisterhood,
Dee!
To Ed & Stacey, Fabulous work on
the Second City show on Tuesday.
We love you!! Your adoring fans
fro m CC123.

M r. Atti tu de, Th e champagne was
great! New friends, 3 a.m. visitors,
always somethin g to talk about . ..
Thanks!! By th e way, Happy Belated
Birthday!! Monark
Hiiiiii George!!!!!
Tom M., I like you . . . I really do.
Respond v ia perso nals. Secret
Admirer
Colleen, Enjoy the Glassboro game,
at least half of it. H,T,B
Mikey, Keep in touch! We never see
you anymore! Good luck. Love, Carrie and Erika

Julie, Thanks again for th e sss.
LC & LB, Going to Win ston s again
tonight?
Congratulations to the New Sisters
of Delta Sigma Pi.
To the New Sistes of Omega Sigma
Psi: Congratulations the week you ' ll
never forget the night you will
remember. You 'll understand it next
September. Love & Sisterhood,
Omega Sigma Psi Sorority
Nickie: Remember the aftern oon,
no phone ca ll s, no dogs, no inte rruptions and w hat happened?
Nothing! At least that's w hat you
think would happen. Love, Dee
Hugh and Faye, So how do you
think ya d id on th e test? Mary P.S.
Al ways remember the theo ry of
di stribution . Berry Impotent!
Rachelle, You did a fantastic job
with pledging! Love, Murt

Greg, So, do you still want to go out
and play? Lori P.S. How does 2 a.m.
soundl!!!
Dear Mark, Listen Dr. - I'm glad
you're back to your old self. I miss
you . Loving You, Michelle
To Ted, You're the best friend I've
always been hoping for. All My
Love, Michelle
Hey Murt, Do you speak GREEK?
Excuse me do you know where the
Greek Shop isl I'll give you a-land. mark the Greek Shop. Love, People
in Search of the Greek Shop

Morristown Girl: Thank you for the
To the New Sisters of Nu Sigma .
flowers. It really brightened my
week!! You 're a great friend , I LOVE : Tau, Congratulations! You are the
best! Thanks for making me proud!
YA!!! Survival Instructor
love and Sisterhood Forever, ExPledge Mistress Mrs. Nifoussi
Bayonne: Good job with pledging.
I knew I would evefltually get you
to dance! Whip it!! Congrats New To the Sister of Nu Sigma Tau,
Sister! I LOVE YA! Survival Thank you for all your help during
pledging. Love and Sisterhood
Instructor
Forever, Rachelle
Boohie & Tica, I understand you
To Tory Scanlon and Fife, Thank
had a " change of habit:' Hope the
you for all your help and underchoice you have made brings you
standin g through thi s semester. I
a great amount of happiness for a
love you all. You all are the best
long time to come. With Love,
roommates anyone could have.
Mother Superior
love, Ra

Senora Carlstone; Espanol food o r
w hat?
To Jill "Sledge;' I am so happy you
are my Little. *Never forget* I w i ll
al ways be there fo r you. Love, Your
Big Sister Ra-Ra
Ruth, Saw you in th e Caf. but, was
too shy ·to approach you. See you
Thu rs. Andrew
To Tweedle-De-Dee, Aw, come on!
Tell me! Tel l me!! Tweedle-De-Oum
Stefani: John, Maria, the 3 guys in
the back row, everyone else and I
know what you are! can 't say it here
though! Love, Marc
John, " The STUD," D ammit,
Resessitation Anne says, " Thanks for
the French kiss, bu t watch my ribs!"
Let's experience it again! M.S.M.
To Cosmas Man: Stop talking about
unfinished grad uate work and I' ll
stop talki ng about rock slici ng! Let's
compro mise - let's fi nish! CRAM!
Eileen & Gina, You two are the
greatest commuters ever to hit th e
scene at Kean! We thin k you' re
gorgeous creatures - and no _yo u're not bitches!!
Oh Gogs Yo u ' re we lco me
anytime and you are not so bad
yourself. Love You lots, CHOK
Mindy, Congratul ations!! You made
it. John R.
Carrie, Wake up! Ya big Care Bear!
S.T.

M.C. Sess, Let's take Carrie and Erika
to see Tommy. DJ Spleef
To the Japanese Spy - I didn't
know your banana had a camera in
it. Actually, you looked like a tourist.
love, Souixie
Garry & Mina, Raining hard last
Wednesday night. The Rain Clouds
Hi - M y baby is smaller than yours.
Hide, A toast . .. We didn't have any
. .. da mmit .. . love, Janet
Dear Dino #1, You're the best fri end
a gi rl could ever have! I love yo u
more than anythin g. Always and
Forever, Wilma #1
Walter Payton, Good luck in
becoming a brother. Hang in there!
But don't change because you ' re
hot just the way you are. Please
respond.

Colleen, Some day we'll get to Trenton . When we do go, let's leave early enough for that VICTORY LAP.
The Mad Bayonnian
Hey lady, When and where is the
next Moyle Survival Test and uhhuhh next time give us a warning.
That's it. Bayhead
Colleen, Let's not leave the hockey
stick and Barry tape in the car.
Mechanic might steal them. Boston
Marathon here we come!! Survivor
of Woodbridge Marathon
Hey Steph - Manurer spreader
jacknifed on the sanaama P God
awful mess -you shoulda seen my
shoes. Whewwwl Gord

Tuesday Night Pub Crew hits the
Tau I.D.I Psych up Gang! Love, The
Neighborhood

It IS a beautiful day in our
neighborhood and I'm in love with
you!!
Congrats AZ. Pledge Class! You guys
'are great!
To the Sisters of Rho Sigma Chi,
Thanks for caring so much while I
was sick. Pro ud to be a PEX. Denice
Carrie,What's that you say? I can use
your charge card again? Thanks,
Bud
To My Roomie, I'm feeling A LOT
better now - thanks. Whose turn
. is it to do the lau ndry?
Carlos, You were right- I'm going!
Don't forget about the carriage ride!
Chi
To the Alpha Delta Pledge Class of
Omega Sigma Psi, " Congratu lations" - O M EGA's not the end o nly the begi nn ing. Love and
Sisterhood, Your Bigs
To the Pledges of Omega Sigma Psi,
" We kn ew you could do it."
Welcome in . Love, The Sisters
Penni & Nancy, Th ere may be no
mo re curfew but set the table up at
7:30 a.m. tomorrow. Love Ya! TG,
MP, OS, CC, SW, TM TF of PEX
To the Prez -

You 're suave!

To Captain America in 314 Dougall,
How's Madame Palmer & her five
sisters? Signed, "Gents"
Toucan: I head o lder men do it better in the Bahamas. ls thi s true?
Red, Yanks blow! Go home Yankee!
Go home!
Tall, Dark & Handsome, Yea you,
in 604 Bartl ett. To finally know you
is to love you. Th en - a fa ntasy,
now? Your Secret Admirer
Ter, Du mb looking, looki ng dumb,
dumb looki ng, looki ng, looking,
looking dumb, looking . . . Signed:
Can I tell you? ...

Yo! Bitch! I deserve a little sister!
Dave and Danny, Let's do O rtl ey
o ral ly. Signed: The Girls in 307
Terri: You 're th e best roomm ate
anyone could ask fo r. love, Your
NOX Buddy

To the sexy girls in 307 Bartlett: You
are so hot it drives me insane. From
An Admirer
Hey Fagmo, I love you with all my
heart! Love Always, Your Jelly Bean
To Jill "Pete" from Caucasian Hall,
I am really happy you are my half
little. Have fun pledging. I am here
if you need me. Love, Ra
Derek, Can I have just one nibble
on your ear? Love Ya Forever, Terri
Geralyn & El, You dumb looking,
looking dumb, looking dumb ignorants! Stop spoutin! Love Ya
Forever, Terri aka Teena
Ter, I'm looking for you! J

My Darling Steve Castora, You Mindy, You ' re late again! Don't
make me so frisky. The way you worry we saved you a seat Carrie
stroke me drives me crazy. We are .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

purr-feet for each other. I am look- The Independent will refu se to run
ing forward to our next night of pas- Personals that specifically name any
si on. Your Devoted Lover, Ashley i ndividual (s) or group (s) in a
aka Cheesehead
derogatory fashion . The paper
di savows personals that do not
Here's to my friends, They are all specificall y name indi viduals or
are new - they all play soccer groups, and disclaims any responcould this be true? And their eyes sibility fo r wh atever inferences
are all shades of blue - of course, readers make.
they're the foxes in 302.
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Comics,•· - - - - - - - - - - - - - CLIFF'S CREW

By Vince Jones .
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Intramural and recreational sports
Men's swim club
The Men's Swim Club has been . ming skills, don't be afraid to give
practicing for several weeks now. If it a try. All are welcome.
Practice times are Monday
you are interested in improving your
fi.tness levels as well as your swim- through Friday at 3:00 p.m.

Indoor whiffleball
Grand Slam Tukes Over First Place
Last week's indoor whiffleball
~ames turned a few tables in the
leagues standings. Former first place
Sweet Leaf took two close losses to
.drop out of the lead . Grand Slam
moved into first place with an 8-2
record while the One Hitters are
right on their heels with a 7-2

record. Sweet Leaf's now 7-3 record
puts ther:n in third place. Team Waffie II has a solid hold in fourth place
with their 6-5 record and Delta
Force picked up two wins to not only pull out of last place but to move
them up to fifth place. So, again we
see that it's never over until it's over.

Co-rec volleyball
Barbarians IV Continue
Undefeated Streak
CerRec Volleyballs Northern Division remains dominated by the Barbarians IV as they continued their
undefeated streak through last
week's games. Ignatius Fuzz has
moved into second place behind
Barbarians IV with a 5-2 record at
6-3. Battling it out for fourth place
are the Reds and Sigma Beta Tau's
Mixed Nuts each with a 3-5 record .
The division is sti ll going strong
with all teams still in the running as
they move into the last week of
round two.
The Southern Division claimed

another forfeit casualty last week
with lnterforce dropping from the
league to leave 5 teams in the back
and forth battle to rule this division.
Sigma Beta Tau and Friends picked
up their first loss but still remain in
first place to increase with a 9-1
lead . Spikers moved up to second
place to increase their record to 8-2
while the Raiders took two hard
losses to drop them to a 6-3 third
place record . And yet, the Scots are
sti ll coming on strong only halfgame behind them with a 6-4
record. The season isn't over until
its over - only the last week of games
will tell.

Paul Brilliante is a senior political science major
who has been a member of the IntramuralRecreational Sports staff for several years. He is currently an Informal Recreational Supervisor. Paul spent
the past Spring semester in Washington D.C. as an intern with the Department of Education.

Gary Mascilak, another Informal Recreation Supervisor, is a physical therapy major. Gary transferred to
Kean from the University of Delaware. Gary grew up
in South Jersey, and is a basketball fanatic.

HELP WANTED
THE DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURALRECREATIONAL SPORTS IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR ANYONE INTERESTED
IN WORKING DURING THE JANUARY TERM
AND SPRING 1987 SEMESTER. APPLICATIONS
MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE INTRAMURALRECREATION OFFICE, D'ANGOLA .GYM,
ROOM 104.

Announcements con't.
RECREATION ROUNDUP

NOTICE
-ALL INFORMAL RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES WILL CLOSE AT
3:00 PM ON WEDNESDAY, NOV.
26TH FOR THE THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY. THE REGULAR SCHEDULE
RESUMES ON MON DAY, DEC. 1ST.

'86AND'87

COLLEGE GRADUATES
s·pecial Leasing Terms Available
1) No Money Down 2) Preferred Rate
-~;:::::-:=:=...
- 3) No Cosigner Required

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED:
Second Annual

Environmental
Management
Competition

NEW '87 PLYMOUTH
COLT "E"
3 dr. hatchback, 1.5 lit. 4 cyl, 4 spd, R&P
steering, P/8, front whl. drive, bucket sis, radi·
als. Not in stock. Allow 2-8 wks. del. list _$6276.

$7,000 in prizes
To be awarded to New Jersey college
students for their solutions to environmental problems.

v Bring in Your Diploma
,,,, 3 References
vYour 1st Mo. Payment
,,,, Refundable Security
Deposit

OVER 1000 CARS
AVAILABLE
• HORIZONS
•CONQUESTS
• PEUGEOTS • VISTAS
• CARAVELLES • LASERS
• NEW YORKERS • GTS'S
• LEBARONS • 5TH AVES.

lirr•I
752 7373

C

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN

s~~:1~~~. ~ -~ "" ,~-· o,o: ......... Mm~Mdl
• - I]]

OPE_N_DAILY

,.o.ooo .,,••

with Isl payment Iii sec. dep. down. Total of payments $8208. Ask for complete details. All terms to qualified buyers. Not responsible for typographical errors. Bring this ad at time of purchase of adv. prices.
·

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • PEUGEOT

-

•••• " -

■ ■• •• ,.,.,

THE LEASING

PROFESSIONALS

ROUTE 22 WEST • GREEN BROOK, NJ
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Boxing beat-Tyson atte01pts shot at chmnpionship
Boxing Beat

By Mark Malinowski
This Saturday Night is the evening Mike Tyson will attempt to win
the Wo rld Boxi ng Coun c il
Heavyweight Championsh ip of the
world . If Tyson, a 20 year old New
York native can dethrone the WBC
Champion Trevor Berbick in Las
Vegas, he's an overwhelming
favorite to do so, he'I I become the
youngest heavyweight Champion
ever. Tyson's status as the top ranked contender on the planet is
reassured by hi s impressive ledger
of 24-0 with 22 knockouts. The
5'11" and 220 lb. freight train has
become boxi ngs biggest drawing
card si nce Muhummad Ali, largely
due to the impeccable guidance of
two of the games shrewdest

handlers, fight film collector and
manager Jim Jacobs and the late
trainer-manager Gus D 'A mato.
D\<\mato bestowed upon young
Tyson, the will to wi n from his some
sixty years of boxing savvy and experience, before dying last year.
Tyson also adopted D 'Amato's optimistic attitude and suprising
politeness (out of the ring, of course)
in respect to the man he loved like
a father. Jacobs has stuck to his
strategy of not prematurely rushing
or overexposing Tyson . Although offered countless endorsement opportunities, Jacobs has wisely ignored
each until after Mike wins the
Heavyweight Championship.
The Defending Champion, one
named Trevor Berbick, (31-4-1)
should ring a bell to those avid box-

ing observers. He went the distance
in losing to Larry Holmes in 1981
and Berbick decisioned Muhummad Ali in the "Greatest's" final
comeback. Berbick at 33 is a hulking muscular 6"2 ½ ", 230 lb. mass
but he possesses no devastating
knockout power and he is neither
quick at foot or hand. Berbick's jab
is hardly effective and he is not an
accurate puncher, though he does
have strong endurance he can
wither a good shot. But is the WBC
Champ e·quipped to withstand the
relentless attack Tyson will undoubtedly inflict upon him? A firm
no is my opinion and Mike Tyson's
dream, as well as Gus D'.Amato's,
will become reality late Sunday
Night.

Mark Breland, the 1984 Olympic
Gold Medalist is nearing a
welterweight title shot. With his 2nd
Round icing of Venezuelan Orlando Orozco last week, Breland is
now scheduled to meet the WBA's
#1 ranked contender Harold
Volbrecht in a championship
elimination fight. The victor of that
fight will go on to challenge newly
crowned undisputed champion
Lloyd Honeyghan of London, who
stunned the boxing world by stopping previously unbeaten Donald
Curry in the sixth round. Breland 's
opponent in the eliminator, Harold
Volbrecht once challenged for the
title before, in Houston in 1980. The
South African was knocked stiff in
the fourth round by then Champion
Pipino Cuevas in a fight I observed.

Volbrecht 's top ranking is a
disgusting result of the WBA's sympathetic relations with South Africa
(He is not even rated among the top
30 WBC Welterweights) . Harold
Volbrecht is a mediocre figher at
best but, because of Boxi ng Politics
he is the ridiculous recipient of an
unfair rating and now another
unearned possible title shot
opportunity.
After months of negotiating, the
anticipated Sugar Ray LeonardMarvin Hagler showdown is apparently signed, sealed just left to
be delivered in April. Each fighter
is guaranteed in the $15 million
range for what will be the most profitable fight ever. Sugar versus the
skinhead in the same ring, Wow!

Kean wrestling proves themselves in Div. III tournament
By Mina Botash
The Kean Cougars proved
themselves thi s past weekend when
fou r wrestlers placed at a tournament held at Kings College. Thirteen colleges participated in the
Division Ill tou rnam ent.
Greg Laverda w restling 126 lbs.,
placed third, Joe Dasti 118 lbs, placed fourth, Michael Jackson wrestling 167 lbs., placed third and Senior
Al Nardone, heavyweight, took second place.
With on ly three Kean veteran
wrestlers comi ng back, Calvin
Washington 150 lbs., Larry
O 'Rourke 118/126 lbs. and Al Nardone heavyweight, the Couga rs are
compri sed mainly of freshmen and
sophomores. " We're a very young
team ; ' col'llmented Coach Dan
Grecco, " We looked solid ."
With the aid of Assi stant Coach ,
Ed Hay, the first Kean wrestler to
qualify for the Nationals, Coach
Grecco hopes to mold newcomers.
Brian Petrokokos 134 lbs, Tim Taylor
177 lbs., Pete Colleti 190 lbs., Jim

Doughterty 142 lbs. and Cesar
Samanilgo 158 lbs. are newcomers
to watch for according to Coach
Grecco, " If the present wrestlers
stick to it, in two to three years, we
should be knocking at the door of
the Division Ill champ ionship."
Veterans th at are likely to place
high this season are: Greg laverta,
three time 'regional champ, Michael
Jackson, who competed in the State
Tournament last year, Calvin
Washington , returning letterman,
Larry O'Rourke w ho should place
as a li ghtwei ght, Joe Dasti , transfer
student from East Strasburg, and
Captain Al Nardone who coach
Grecco feels "will certainly end up
in the nationals."
With a team of experienced
wrestlers Coaches Grecco and Hay
are mainly working on technique,
also emphasizing on take-downs
and conditioning to take their team
to the top this season.
The Cougars will host their first
home match of the season against
Yeshiva today, 7:30 p.m . at the
D\<\ngola Gym.

Wrestling schedule '86-87
Team V, 7:30 p.m. , Thu r., Nov. 20,
Opponent-¥eshiva, Site-H .
Team V, 1:00 p.m., Sat., Nov. 22 ,
Salisbury, A-Ga ll audet.
Team V, 1:00 p.m. , Sat., Nov. 22 ,
Gallaudet, A.
Team V, 6:30 p.m. , Tues., Nov. 25,
F.D.U., H.
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Tues., Nov. 25,
Upsala.
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Tues., Dec. 2,
Manhattan, H.
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Tues., Dec. 2,
N .Y.U., H.
Team V, 1:00 p.m. , Sat., Dec. 6,
U.S.M.M.A., H .
Team V, 12:00 p.m., Sat. , Dec. 13,
Albright, A.
Team V, 12:00 p.m., Sat., Dec. 13,
Mansfield, A.
Team V, 12:00 p.m., Sat. , Dec. 13,
A-Swarthmore.

Team V, TBA , Sat. , Jan . 3,
Maryland Open, A.
Team V, TBA, Sun ., Jan . 4,
Maryland Open, A.
Team V, 7:00 p.m., Wed., Jan. 7,
Montclair~ H .
Team V, 1:00 p.m ., Sat. , Jan. 31,
Albany State, A lbany State.
Team V, 1:00 p.m., Sat. , Jan. 31 ,
Ithaca, A.
Team V, TBA, Sat., Jan. 10, Hunter
Tour., Hunter.
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Wed ., Jan . 14,
Gl assboro*, A.
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Wed ., Jan . 14,
Wagner, Wagner.
Team V, 1:00 p.m., Sat. , Jan. 17,
Delaware Valley, H .
Team V, 1:00 p.m. , Sat., Jan. 17,
Seton Hall, H .
Team V, 6:30 p.m., Thurs., Jan. 22,
Hunter, A.

Team V, 6:30 p.m., Thurs., Jan. 22,
N .Y. Maritime, Hunter.
Team V, 1:00 p.m ., Sat., Jan. 24,
Rutgers-New~ H.
Team V, 1:00 p.m. , Sat., Jan . 24,
Stevens Tech ., H.
Team V, 6:30 p.m ., Tues., Jan. 27,
Rutgers/Camden~ H .
Team V, 6:30 p.m ., Tues. , Jan. 27,
Trenton State~ H .
·
Team V, 4:00 p.m., Fri.-Sat. Feb.
B -14, Metropolitan Conference
Championships, N:Y.U.
Team V, TBA, Fri .-Sat. , Feb.-20-21,
N .C.A .A. Di v. Ill , Southeast
Regionals, Washington & Lee.
Team V, TBA, Fri.-Sat., Mar. 6-7,
N.C.A.A. Div. Ill, Championships,
Suny/Buffalo.
(*New Jersey Conference Match)

'

Masini, Ullman key Cougar romp
By Bill Docherty
Masini, Ullman Key Cougar Romp
Junior center Rich Masini scored
three goals and added two assists,
while goaltender Mike Ullman
made 35 saves to lead the Kean College ice hockey team to an 8-3 victory over Kings Point on Monday in
Warinanco Park.
Masini opened the scoring at 9:50
of the first period when he scored
into an empty net off the rebound
of a Howie Krieswirth shot. Kean
jumped out to a 2-0 lead when
Masini connected on the power
play, lifting the rebound of a John
Hall slap shot over the fal len Kings
Point goaltender at 12:12 of the first
period .
The Cougars kept rolling when
Masini completed his hat trick at
2:18 of the second period to give
Kean a 3-0 edge. Masini scored
unassisted on a length of the ice
· rush by stuffing the puck between
the goaltender's legs. At 8:15, Marcoi Viteri took the puck behind the
Kings Point net and passed out in
front to Chris Finkle. Finkle snapped
a quick wrist shot into the net to
stake Kean to a 4-0 lead. Kean opened up a 6-0 lead in the second
period with a power play goal by
defenseman Bill Docherty at 9:12
and a goal by Ted Plaskan at 15:03 .
Plaskan's goal being a very well
placed backhand I ifted over the
goal-ie's shoulder and off the
crossbar into the net.

Joe Gerbasio closed out the scoring for the Cougars by scoring two
goals about 8 minutes apart in the
third period . The first was assisted
by Finkle and the second by Masini.
Goalie Mile Ullman made many
point blank saves while allowing
only one goal before being replaced late in the third period . Dirk
Smith, John Borlin and Chris
Defance scored for King's Point. The
Cougars improved their record to
3-2, while Kings Point fell to 0-2.
The hockey team's next home game
will be on December 3, against Columbia at Warinanco Park at 9:30
P.M. Come out and support the
Cougars!
Scoring Summary
Kings Point
Kean

1 2 3T

0 0 3-3
2 4 2-8

First Period - 1, Kean, Masini
(Krieswirth), 9:50. 2, Kean, Masini
(Hall), 12:12.
Second Period - 3, Kean, Masin i,
2:18. 4, Kean, Finkle (Viteri), 8:15. 5,
Kean ,
Docherty
(Masini,
Krieswirth), 9:12. 6, Kean, Plaskan
(Krieswirth, Docherty), 15:03.
Third Period - 7, Kings Point, Smith
(Defance), 2:20. 8, Kean , Gerbasio
(Finkle, Viteri), 3:26. 9, Cierbasio
(Masini), 11:38. 10, Kings Point,
Borlin (Conley), 12:13. 11, Kings
Point, Defance (Smith, Zachrich),
14:08.

Football standings as of Nov. 4
Overall

Conference

w
Montclair
Glassboro
Jersey City
Wm.Paterson
Trenton
Kean
Ramapo

Rushing

4
4

3
2
1
1
0

L
0
0
2
2
3
4
4

T

PF

PA

w

0

154
127

29
24

7

88
74
40

64

1
0

0

89

1

43

169
126

0

0

PF

PA

0

248
156
157
159
118
1'70
66

85
128
108
165
243
250
284

5
5
5
2
3
0

NJAC Statistics
Att.

Yds.

Avg.

TD

10
57
13
9
27
17
3
14
0
2

42
222
48
32
95
46
7
35
-47
13

4.2
3.9
3.7
3.6
3.5
2.7
2.3
2.5
-5.2
6.5

0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

LG
9
16
8
7
24
13
4
11
2
12

Att.

Pct.

Yds.

TD

Int.

14
3

250

28.0
30.0

242
40

2
0

94

99

Lou Hurd,
Randy Wood ,
Ru ssell Williams,
Damon Pleasant,
Anthony Fischetti ,
Rich Lassiter,
Tim Green, : ..
Brian Johnson,
Dave Johnson,
Kevin Lare,

Passing·
Dave Johnson,
Kevin Lare,

Receiving
Russell Williams
Kevin McGuirl,
Rich Lassiter,
Steve Turner,
Bob Gold,.
Bob Waring,
Randy Wood,
Brian Johnson,
Damon Pleasant,
George Starr,
Mike Jackson

T

L
1
3
3
3
6
6
7

*As stated by N.J. Athletic Conference

ao

0
0
1

0
0
1

Yds.

Avg.

TD

2
20
16
11
1
1
2
1
1
2
1

34
367
209
139
9
6
10
3
4
52
-12

17.0
18.4
13.1
12.6
9.0
6.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
26.0
-12.0

LG
0
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

22
72
26
34
9
6
7
3
4
38
-12

